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Abstract

MOSSTAT
An Interactive Static Rule Checker for MOS VLSI Designs

Timothy Johnson, M. S.
Oregon Graduate Center, 1985

Supervising Professor: Kit Bradley

A Static Rule Checker for NMOS and CMOS VLSI Circuits is described. MOSSTAT
makes a numberof different staticrule checks on a circuit. These checkshelp the user to
detect and isolate errors such as impropernetworkconnectivityor invalid transistor sizes,
and can be run interactively to allow for orderly execution each rule check. The results
are stored in a data base. MOSSTAT provides a simple query language that allows the
user to selectivelyretrieve this informationfrom the data base. Transistors are classified
according to their type and function. Logic gates are also classified according to their
style. The results of these analyses are useful in isolating possible circuit design prob-
lems.
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1. Introduction

Error detection and isolation in circuit design is a subject that has generated a great deal
of discussion in the last few years. There are an ever-increasingnumberof ~pproachesto
error detection and an even greater number of tools. The approach chosen is strongly is
strongly influenced by a number of previous VLSI CAD tools. In addition, a few ideas
have been borrowedfrom some softwaretools that are not typicallyused in VLSI CAD.

Static analysis methods have been pursued because this is an approach that needs to be
further exploited. I propose that a large class of problems can be found with static
analysis and they can be found at a much lower cost than with other types of analysis
methods.

The basic problem with existing static analysis tools is that they are primarily batch in
nature. This leads to three problems:

1. Single errors have a tendency to 'cascade' where the first error triggers new
ones that would not have appeared if the first error had not occurred. Thus the
output may contain several hundred or even thousands of error statements
when an error is detected. This makes it easy to detect errors but difficult to
actually isolate them. Somewhere in the output will be the one or two error
statementswhich actuallyisolate the error in the circuit description.

2. In an effort to deal with problem number one, past tools have gone out of their
way to keep their output cryptic. Most all error statements need to be
evaluated by the designerand the brevityof the error statementsmay make this
task difficult.

3. The errors may occur at nodes whose names were automatically generated by
an extractor and so they may be hard to identify. The user has no ability to
look at the circuit that was actually extracted, so he or she must extrapolate
from the source circuit description to the actual circuit transistor list. A ratio
error at node 2346 is of little use until the user identifies the location of the
node in question.

MOSSTAT, a static analysis tool that has been developedin an effort to overcomesome
of the shortcomings of the currently available static rule checkers, will be presented.
MOSSTAT will support NMOS and CMOS technologies and will be interactive in
nature.

The interactive nature of MOSSTAT will allow the user to choose the rules to be
checked and the order that they are to be evaluated in. The results of each rule check will
not generate a list of error messages but rather will be stored in a 'database'. The user is
supplied with a 'query language' that enables him to retrieve the results of the rule
checks from the data base. This same 'query language' also allows the user to retrieve
other calculated information about the circuit such as connectivity, transistor sizes and
node capacitance. The primary goal of all this interactivity is to make it easier for the
user to evaluate the results of rule checksin the contextof his particulardesign.
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1.1 The DesignEnvironment

MOSSTAT has been designed to be used as a part of a specific design methodology.
This strategy only addresses the logical design of a custom VLSI circuit and does not
address higher level issues suchas the architectureaspects of the design. Althoughthis
strategy is driven by a 'top down' approachto design, it acknowledgesthe need for 'bot-
tom up' interaction as well. Below is a brief description of the steps involved in this
design methodology:

1. Defineand partitionthe design with a high level description.

2. Model the design as a network of transistors.
a) Create the networkof transistors.
b) Add estimatednode capacitances.

3. Analyzethe design with staticmethods.

4. Simulatethe design toverify functionalityand performance.
a) Create a setof input vectors for this network that adequatelytests the

functionalityand performanceof the design.
b) Evaluate theoutput vectorsfrom the simulation.

5. Implementthe physical layoutof the design.
a) Verifycompliancewith physicaldesign rules.
b) Extract a transistornetworkmodel from the layout.

6. Analyzethe extractedphysical designwith static methods.

7. Simulatethe extractedphysical design to verify functionalityand performance.
a) Use the inputvectors specifiedin the simulationof the transistor net-

work.
b) Evaluate the output vectors from the simulation and compare them

with the results from earlier simulations.

8. Verifyconnectivitywith the use of netlist comparators.

9. Fabricate the design.

10. Test the design.
a) Exercise the circuit with simulationstimuli used in simulationof the

design model.
b) Documentyield, and discrepanciesin function and performancefrom

simulationof the transistornetworkmodel.

As we move from step 1 through step 9 the 'cost' of rectifying design errors increases.
Investing the time to carefullydebug the designat each step is paid back in fewer errors
found at a later stagewhen theyare more 'expensive' to distinct, isolate and correct.

MOSSTAT is used twice in this methodology. Both times are immediately preceding
simulation of the design. Static analysis is, in general, less 'expensive' than simulation
and therefore all possible errors should be isolated with static analysis before the more
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expensive simulation step is attempted.

All this is consistent with the ctopdown' design methodology. In order to correctly parti-
tion the project into modules we must have a pretty fair estimate of the floor plan and the
relative sizes of each module. We must also have a good approximation of the floor plan
and module size in order to make correct line capacitance estimates for step 2. As we
move through the design steps, estimates of the floor plan may change, which may neces-
sitate going back and propagating of these changes down from the top.

There are further, more subtle implications of this design methodology. This methodol-
ogy developed out of a need to cope with the increasing complexity of integrated circuit
design [Mea80]. This methodology imposes constraints on the way circuits are con-
structed [Noi82]. One can no longer afford to hand-craft each transistor, so 'rules of
thumb' are created to aid in the choice of transistor sizes. Clever circuit configurations
are avoided in favor of circuits composed under the guidance of composition rules that
rule out arbitrary circuits. These new design methodologies have opened up the field of
design to a new breed of designer. This new breed of designer may be a sophisticated
architect, but need not be a process engineer.

Figure 1.1 is the functional chart for some of the tools and file formats that are supported
by the VLSI Design Tools which are distributed by the UW/NW VLSI Consortium. Also
included in the chart is MOSSTAT showing how MOSSTAT fits in with the existing
tools.

ext2sim netlist

.sim .al (UCS & MIT)

presim Icrystal I esim mosstat Itv sim2spice

Figure 1.1: VLSI Design Tools
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1.2 Overview of this Thesis

MOSSTAT is a static rule checker for custom MOS VLSI circuits. MOSSTAT is
interactive in nature which allows the user to specify a number design rule checks to be
performed on the design. In addition MOSSTAT contains an expression based query
language that allows the user to isolate a variety of design errors. The results of the the
rule checks are sooredin a database and the query language allows the user to evaluate
these results in an orderly fashion.

A number of special terms will be used in this thesis and most of these terms will be
definedin the glossary in AppendixC.

This thesis contains seven sections. You are reading Section one, and it contains a intro-
duction to this thesis and someof the motivationsbehind the design of MOSSTAT. Sec-
tion two will talk about error detection and isolation and how other tools have been used
to detect and isolate errors. Sectionthree will describe MOSSTATfrom the user's point
of view. This section is not meant to describe the user interface to MOSSTATin detail
and therefore the 'MOSSTATUser's Manual' has been includedin AppendixA. Section
four will talk about the internal structllreand functionality of MOSSTAT. Section five
will describe some of the interesting algorithms and data structures used to implement
MOSSTAT. Section six will discuss experiencesgained from using MOSSTATand the
feed back received from users of MOSSTATon a simple design. The seventh section
will describe the possibilities for future work in the area of static analysis. This work
will include features that could be added to MOSSTAT,as well as features that wouldbe
a part of a whole new environment.
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2. Error Detection and Isolation

This section will cover error detection and isolation. Mter describing typical errors
encountered in VLSI designs, an ideal logic design environment will be proposed. No
attempt will be made to addresshigher levels of design. This ideal designenvironmentis
really just a integration of a number of existing tools into one. Each tool has an approach
that it takes to detect errors and a particular class of errors that it is designed'to detect.
The integrated environment allows the user to exploit these different approaches to
efficiently detect and isolate problems. Many errors can be detected and isolated by a
number of different tools. Due to the differences in the way these tools function, the
relative expense of detecting and isolating these errors will be different for each tool.
The ideal environment allows the user to isolate the largest number of errors with the
least 'expensive' tools. The existing tools will be discussedwith special attentionpaid to
how features from of each tool could be propagated into the ideal environment. Next
MOSSTAT will be introduced,and the approaches it uses will be discused. Finally, the
propagationof these approachesinto the ideal environmentwill be discussed.
Two terms 'error detection' and 'error isolation' will be used that bear some further
explanation. Error detection is the ability to detect the presence of an error in a design.
An error is detected whena invalid state is detected at a node whose state is being moni-
tored. Error isolation is the ability to pinpoint the source of an error in a design. The
source of an error may be a node or transistor that can effect the state of the monitored
node. Error isolation is madedifficultdue to the 'cascading' of errors: a singleerror may
produce a large number of secondary errors. For a tool to be effective at 'error isolation'
it must be effective at detecting the error directly. If that is not possible the tool should
assist the user in dealing with the secondaryerrors.

2.1 Typical Errors Found in VLSI Designs

This thesis classifiestypicalVLSI designerrors into three groups:

Logic Errors. A logic error is any error that effects the functional behavior of the
design. As designs get larger, errors can become very difficult to detect and even more
difficult to isolate. In order to detect an error three thingsmust occur:

1) The input streammust exercise the error fault.

2) The error must be propagated to a node that is being monitored.

3) The error cannotbe masked by other errors.

In order to isolate errors the user must start at a point where the error is observed and
backtrack until the error isdiscovered.
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Timing Errors. A design may functionallyperform according to specificationbut not
perform at the specified speed. These errors are due to either overlooking a possible
'critical path' or getting inaccurate timing infonnation about a known critical path. Due
to the expense of accurate timing analysis it can only be performedon a small sectionof
a large circuit. The designermust speculateor use special tools to know on which paths
to perform timing analysis. The designer must correctly identify all of the critical paths
in order to get correct behavior from the fabricated chips. A timing error is often
detected as a logic error, but when the sourceof the error is isolated it is really a timing
error. These errors are typicallydifficultto detect and and very difficultto isolate.

Implementation Errors. A case could be presented that would support the claim that
most errors are really due to implementationerrors. We often call them 'dumb' errors,
but they are really just due to humannature and a design environmentthat readily allows
the introduction of these errors. Implementationerrors can always be detected as either
timing or logic errors but what they really are is inconsistencies between the design
specification.and the design implementation. An omitted connection is the first imple-
mentationerror that comes to mind. Anotherexample would be an improper connection
such as connecting two signal lines out of order. In NMOSratio errors are common and
although CMOS is typically ratio-less it can be contain ratioed logic that has incorrect
transistor sizes. By misplacinga well or typing a 'p' instead of an 'e' a designer could
end up with a p-type transistor in a path to GND which would mean that a node cannot
be set below one thresholddrop.

There are several ways that improper use of pass transistors can cause implementation
errors. In NMOS if a signal is passed through a pass transistor, it is an error to use this
signal to gate another pass transistor. In CMOS a transmissiongate must consist of two
transistors,one p-type and one e-type,and to omit either one would be an error.

Often a designer may be usingdesign 'rules of thumb' as part of his design methodology.
Althoughenforcement of these rules is not mandatory,violation of these rules should be
cause for further investigation. An example of such rules of thumb are the Clocking
Rules for Dynamic MOS Systems[Bra86].

2.2 The Ideal Logic Design Environment

When we think about the ease with which we can introduce errors into a design and the
difficultiesthat we have in findingand removing these errors, we begin to appreciatethe
difficultiesof fabricatinga correct VLSI design. My primary focus in this discussionwill
deal with the verification of performance and functionality. As this 'ideal' design
environment is proposed no concessionsare made to the realities of actually implement-
ing suchan environment.

Schematiccapture, physical design, simulation,electrical rule checking and design rule
checkingmust all be a part of one integratedenvironment. The designer must be able to
view and edit at multiple levels of abstraction. At a minimum the environmentwill have
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to support a schematic,physical and a extractednetlist descriptionof a design simultane-
ously. The data base to support this environmentwill have to contain all necessaryinfor-
mation to describe the design at multiple levels of abstraction. The consistency of this
'vertical hierarchy' must be automatically enforced by the environment to minimize
chance for error.

The design environmentneeds to contain the following support:

Incremental design rule checking. We already see this feature in many physical
layout systems.

Incremental static analysis. Many of the implementationerrors mentionedin Sec-
tion 2.1 could be totallyeliminatedwith this type of support.

Incremental extraction. As a design is entered either physically or schematically
the netlist descriptionshould also be a part of the data base. This netlist description
will have to be hierarchicalin nature.

Static Analysis. Some static analysis can only be done in the later stages of the
design cycle. An example would be the need to know the nodes that are to be
declared as inputs or outputs. Some of this analysis can be an aid in 'critiquing'
digital designs, encompassing issues such as functional correctness, design style,
operating speed,critical path identification.

Static Timing Analysis. An accurate timing analysis tool will have to be available.
It will be easier to use because it is built into the environment. The other analysis
tools in the environmentwill be used to isolate the portions of the circuit that may
need this levelof analysis.

Functional Simulation. A mixed-mode simulator will almost certainly remain as
an importantpart of the design environment.

The specificationsof this 'ideal' design environmenthave been largely influencedby the
evolution of design role checkers (DRC's) that has occurred over the past several years.
At first the physical editors were really just graphical 'box' generators that knew little or
nothing of how these boxes interact with one another. The DRC's were batch oriented
and we discovered that the cost of fixingphysical design violationswas extremely high.
By making the DRC's part of the physical layout system and by making them incremen-
tal and interactive, it becameeasy to detect design rule violations. Isolation and repair of
design rule errors at this early stage of the designcycle is extremelypainless.

We know that as the design cycle proceeds the cost of detecting, isolating and correcting
errors increases. It is for that reason that we must also make every effort to isolate these
errors at the earliest possible step in the design cycle. Like the interactive design rule
checker we must make an effort to prevent these errors from ever getting into the design.
When errors do get into the design we must detect them as early as possible. Unfor-
tunately not all implementation errors can be uncovered incrementally. Static analysis
can then be used to uncovermany remaining implementationerrors.
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2.3 Other Approachesto Error Detectionand Isolation

In thepast there have been primarily two approachesto identifyingand isolating errors in
the specificationof a VLSI design. The most first and most common method is through
simulation. Simulation is used extensively because it theoretically detects a very large
class of errors. ITthe functionalityof a circuit is fully exercisedwith a gate level simula-
tor and you have achievedreasonably good fault coverage, you can feel quite confident
that an implementation errors have been uncovered. Furthennore if you have speedcon-
straints on your design, with the right tools you can theoretically get accurate timing
analysis.

The second method of error detection and isolation is through static analysis. Usually
static analysis tools are written to isolate a particular class of errors. The very nature of
static analysis is much more simplistic than dynamic analysis (simulation)and is there-
fore less costly to perfonn. Due to the fact that dynamic analysis deals with the func-
tional and timing behaviorof the circuit, it is effective at error detection but it has a ten-
dency to be ineffective at isolating errors. It is for these reasons that errors that can be
foundwith a reasonable amountof static analysiscan be detected and isolated at a lower
cost.

2.3.1 Simulation Techniques

SPICEis a general-purposecircuit-simulationprogram for nonlinear dc, nonlinear tran-
sient, and linear ac analysis[Spi85]. There are also a number of SPICE 'clones' in
existence, that seek to build upon the well proven models developed in SPICE. SPICE
has proven to give extremelyaccurate timinganalysiswhen the proper models are used.

The disadvantage of SPICE is that it can not simulate a large digital circuit. This is due
to the fact that as the number of gates and connections increase, the computational
requirements increase exponentially. Designerswill always have to resort to simulating
smaller functional units, and making assumptions about the interaction between these
units. Due to the expense of SPICE simulationsit is not an effective tool for the detec-
tion and isolation of implementationerrors. Because of the expense of SPICE simula-
tions it is also not a effective tool for detectingor isolating timing errors unless the criti-
cal paths are first identified with some other tool. SPICE is not a logic simulator and
therefore is not appropriatefor uncoveringlogic errors. The batch nature or SPICEmake
it impossible to give any real support to error isolation. SPICE type simulators will
always have a place in a design environment, they will remain the primary method of
simulationwhen accurate timing analysisis needed.

Three commonly used logic simulatorsare MOSSIM [Bry83],RNL and ESIM [Ter83].
MOSSIMis a switch-levelsimulatorfor MOS technology. MOSSIMuses a switch-level
model that consists of a set of nodes connected by transistor switches. ESIM is an
event-driven switch-level simulatorfor NMOS and CMOS transistor circuits. A switch-
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level simulator bases its predictions on an abstractionof the actual circuit. The switch-
level model proposed in ESIM is able to handle the bidirectionalnature of MOS transis-
torS much more successfullythan a gate-levelmodel. RNL attemptsto give timing infor-
mation for digital MOS circuits. It is an event-drivenswitch-level simulator that uses a
simple RC (resistancecapacitance)model of the circuit to estimate node transition times
and to estimate the effects of charge sharing. This simple model is quite efficient how-
ever, in certain circumstances it can give inaccurate timing information particularly in
CMOS designs. RNL suplies the user with a simple LISP interpreter as a use~interface.
This allows both interactive simulation and the programming of complex functional
simulations.

Some simulatorscan give timing informationbut only if the modules are first 'parameter-
ired' using SPICE. ESIM is effective at detecting logic errors but does no timing
analysis. RNL, can give some timing information but it uses a crude transistor model
that can in certain situationsbe inaccurate. Logic simulation is an important portion of
the design process today and it will continueto be in the future.

The first problem with depending on logic simulationto detect and isolate errors is that
getting 100% error coverage can be difficult or impossible. The second problem with
using a logic simulator for error detection and isolation is that error isolation is given lit-
tle or no support. We can detect an error at a monitored node but the error could have
occurred at any number of nodes 'upstream' from the monitored node. The exceptionis
~"L which gives the user the ability to stop the simulation at any point. The user can
then interactively query for informationabout connectivityand present state information
for any node in the netlist. The third problemis that logic simulationis expensivein both
computer and user time. The user must generate a set of input vectors and then must
analyze the output vectors and both of these chores are error prone. Therefore we need
to investigate ways to reduce the dependenciesupon simulationto detect and isolate error
in circuit design.

2..3.2 Static Analysis Tools

The appearance of static analysis tools was due in the most part to the shortcomingsof
the existing method of using logic simulationto detect all errors in a VLSI circuit. The
problem with any tool that uses static analysis is that it cannot detect logic errors. It can,
however, detect timing errors and many implementationerrors. Each of these analysis
tools were designed to detect a particular class of errors. Some look for timing errors
others look for implementation errors. These are all errors that can be detected with
SPICE or a logic simulator. These tools striveto detect and isolate these errors at a lower
cost. They also typically are good at isolating errors. Some of these tools are designed
to be used on a particular class of designs.
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2.3.2.1 Timing Analyzers

TV is a timing analyzer for NMOS designs [TV83]. Based on the circuit description
obtained from existing circuit extractors, TV determines the minimum clock duty and
cycle times, and verifies that the circuit obeys the MIPS clocking methodology. TV
stresses fast running time, small input requirements,and the ability to offer a user valu-
able advise. TV is can be effectiveat detectingand isolating timingerrors.

CRYSTAL is a program that analyzes the performance of VLSI circuits [Cry83]: In
addition to the transistor netlist the user suppliesa few lines of text to aid CRYSTALin
determining current direction. CRYSTAL then determines how long each clock phase
must be and prints out infonnation about the portions of the circuit that generate the
worst delays.

Both these tools aid in perfonnance tuning by pointing out paths that limit clock speed.
Critical path identificationis becoming both increasingly difficult and extremely impor-
tant. Circuits become so large that the designer rarely knows all the paths that could
become critical. Both TV and CRYSTAL must determine the direction of current flow
through the transistors in the circuit. Although CRYSTALdoes allow some analysis of
input vectors, they both do the majority of their calculations independent of input data.
CRYSTAL attempts to detennine the current direction in critical pass transistors and it
allows the user to specify the direction when it is unable to. TV has a more sophisticated
method for determiningcurrentdirection, but it attempts to do so without input from the
user.

The detraction of these type of tools is that they require the user to learn a whole new
tool. CRYSTAL can be particularlydifficultto supplythe neededcurrent directioninfor-
mation. A critical path tool such TV or CRYSTALcould play an important role in the
ideal design environment. The need to interactively specify current direction would be
much less of a stumbling block if it were a part of a consistent user interface and if the
input could be input interactivelyrather then includingit in the physical description.

2.3.2.2Electrical Rule Analysis

Static Analysis Program (STAT) is an.analysistool for NMOS designs [Bak80]. It does
a batch analysis of a circuit with no input from the user. The circuit description STAT
reads from is a transistor list containing informationabout transistors sizes (resistance),
transistor connectivity and line capacitance. STAT will infer the existence of inputs by
looking for lightning arrestorsthat are normally found on input pads. STATwill classify
the transistors, calculate threshold drops and do ratio checks on 'nand', 'nor' and
'inverter' gates. It also checks for nodes which cannot be set high or cannot be set low
and finds all nodes which cannot be effected by the inputs or cannot effect any outputs.
For each analysis it does STAT has a set of boundary conditions, and if any analysis
yields results that are not withinthese boundaries,STATwill issue a error message.
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Electrical Rule Checker (ERC) is another example of an analysis tool for NMOS
design[Pen82]. ERC reads a transistor-levelcircuit description of an NMOS chip pro-
duced by MEXTRAand a designer-suppliedlist of inputs and outputs. It produces a list-
ing of possible electrical rule violations similar to those detected by STAT, a cross-
reference of nodes and transistors,and CIF code to physicallydisplay the locationsof the
electrical rule violations.

A big shortcomingof ERC is that it cannot be used to analyzea circuit until the circuit is
physically laid out. To make correctionsat this stage of the design is simply too expen-
sive. Actually the concept of being able to graphicallyreview the eITorsgenerated by a
rule checker is very sound but the designer needs to be able to review the eXTorsat the
schematicor netlist level first,before thephysical design is begun.

ERC does a numberof analyseson the circuit design. The user can control what typesof
analysis are to be carried out by specifyingat run time a list of commands. This is done
with commandline optionsthat allowthe user to enable or disable certain rule checks.

ERC's ability to limit the numberof rule checks done in a given executionresults from a
need to deal with the potentially overwhelmingnumber of error messages that can come
from a circuit in its early stages of development. It also increases the speed at which a
circuit can be evaluated. ERC also sought to make it easier to isolate eITorsby graphi-
cally displaying them.

Both STAT and ERC weredesigned to detect implementationeITorsrather that timingor
logic eITors. Although these errors could be isolated with logic simulation techniques,
STAT and ERC strive to detect and isolate these eITorsat a lower cost.

2.3.2.3 Rule- Based Tools

Several new tools have emerged using 'expert system technology' to provide meaningful
feedback to circuit designerson the quality of their design in a manner similar to the cri-
tique provided by an experienced designer. Two examples of these tools are
CRITTER[KeI84]and RUBICC[Lob84]. CRITTER is an exploratory prototype design
aid, built using artificial intelligence technology, to aid in 'critiquing' digital circuit
designs. The issues addressedare functionalCOITectness,operating speed, timing robust-
ness, and circuit sensitivityto changes in device parameters. Using artificialintelligence
techniques CRITTER attempts to take on some traditionally human judgement tasks.
RUBICCis an expert systemwritten to critique the designof VLSI circuits at the transis-
tor level. RUBICCperforms its critiqueby 'reasoning' about the design using rules con-
tained in its knowledge base. Both of these systems perform their critique without the
use of simulation. An importantpart of these systems is their ability to isolate errors as
they are detected. This approachcan give static analysis the ability to detect and isolate
timing and logic eXTOrswithout the use of simulation. This approach to analysis of
designs has a great deal of potential for future design environments.
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2.4 MOSSTAT's Approach to the Problem

MOS Static Analysis Program (MOSSTAT) is an analysis tool for NMOS and CMOS
designs. MOSSTAT does many of the same types of analyses on a design as ERC or
STAT. The primary difference is the interactive nature of MOSSTAT. MOSSTAT
creates an internal database that contains all the information retrieved from a netlist
description of the circuit MOSSTAT allows the user to interactively select from a
number of different static rule checks to 'Verifya design. The results of the rule checks
are stored in the database. MOSSTAT provides the user with a rich set of commandsfor
interactively retrieving informationfrom the 'database' such as connectivity, transistor
sizes or the results of a rule check. This query language can be a powerful tool for the
isolationof errors in a design.

Like ERC and STAT, MOSSTATis effective at the detection of implementationerrors.
MOSSTAT will not require extracircuitry to be added to imply the existenceof inputs or
outputs. Unlike ERC and STAT,MOSSTATcan be used on CMOS as well as NMOS
designs. Due to MOSSTAT's interactivityit is much more effective at isolating errors.

Like TV and CRYSTAL,MOSSTATcan be used to isolate critical paths although it not
as effective due to the fact that MOSSTAT assumes all pass transistors (transmission
gates) are turned off. This is a severe shortcoming,but it would be easy to fix.in future
versions.

MOSSTAT includes a numberof unique features. It can identify the nodes that function
as logic gates. Once the logic gates have been identified the the user can easily analyze
the timing, ratios or functions of the logic gates. These features allow the user to enforce
somedesign constraints on the logicgates.

Unlike CRITIER and RUBICC MOSSTAThas not used a expert system approach.
Such an approach would make it into the ideal static analysis tool. At this time it was
consideredto be outside of the scopeof this project.

MOSSTAT will detect and isolate many implementationerrors, and because it does it
without simulationsit can do it at a lower cost than either RNL or SPICE. MOSSTAT
will detect and isolate many implementationenors, and because the analysis is static in
nature it can do its analysis at a lower cost than either RNL or SPICE. Because MOS-
SAT does its analysis statically the user does not need to specify the input vectors nor
does the user have to generate expectedoutput vectors. In addition static analysis is less
computational than dynamic analysis and therefore runs much faster. MOSSTAT can
provide some assistance at findingpossible critical paths, but ultimately these paths will
have to be verifiedwith a timinganalysis tool suchas SPICEor RNL.

Performance is a key priority for MOSSTAT. It is paramount for the interactive com-
mands in MOSSTAT to run quickly. Any advantages of an interactive environmentare
quickly lost if someof commandstake longer that a few seconds to execute.

In summary. the table in Figure2.1 gives a brief comparisonof the verificationcapabili-
ties of each of the tools described. No star means that the tool gives little or no support
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for that particular function. One star means that the tool gives some support for that par-
ticular function. Two stars means that the tool gives excellent support for that particular
function.

Figure 2.1: Tool Functionality Chart

FunctionalityChart
FunctionalErrors Timin!!Errors ImplementationErrors

Tool Detection Isolation Detection Isolation Detection Isolation
SPICE ** *

RNL ** * * * ** *

ESIM ** **

MOSSIM ** *

CRYSTAL ** **

TV ** **

ERC ** *

STAT **

MOSSTAT * * . . ** **
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3.Mosstat - A User's View

This section briefly describes the functional goals of MOSSTAT, and it avoids any
description of syntax. If more infonnation is desired about the syntax of MOSSTAT,
Appendix A contains a user's manual that describesthe user interface in detail.
MOSSTAT is an interactive static rule checker for NMOS and CMOS VLSI circuit
designs. MOSSTAT allows the user to interactively select from a number of different
static rule checks to verify a design. MOSSTAT initially creates a database that will con-
tain all the information retrieved from a netlist description of the circuit. MOSSTAT
provides the user with a rich set of commandsfor retrieving informationcontainedin the
database such as connectivity,transistorsizesor node capacitance.

3.1 Mosstat Interactive Environment

The commands in the interactive environment fall into three categories. The first con-
taining 'query' commandsthat allow the user to create workspacesfor user selected sub-
sets of the database.. The second contains 'rule check' commands that allow the user to
retrieve or manipulate informationfrom the database. The third category contains 'mis-
cellaneous' commandsthat don't fit into one of the other categories.

-
3.1.1 Query Commands

All query commands access the database through 'workspaces'. A workspace is just a
list of elements extractedfrom the database. There are three types of elements associated
with each workspace: TRANS, NODE or GATE. The workspaceis of typeTRANSif it
contains a list of transistor elements. The workspaceis of type NODE if it containsa list
of node elements. The workspace is of type GATE if it contains a list of nodes that have
been classified as logic gates.

There are two classes of workspaces 'system' and 'user'. There are initially two 'system'
workspaces: one that is a list of all the transistorsin the netlist, and another that is a list
of all the nodes in the workspace. A 'system' workspace is created by MOSSTAT
without interventionby the user. A 'user' workspaceis created with the 'for' command
and is a subsetof either a 'system' workspaceor another 'user' workspace.

Each element in a workspace contains a number of parameters. Transistor length and
transistor type are examples of transistor parameters. Node name and node capacitance
are examples of node parameters.
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The boolean expression in a 'for' command may contain constants or parameters. This
expression is evaluated on each element in the source workspace. If the expression
evaluates to TRUE then the element is added to the destination workspace. The source
workspace may be a user or system workspace,but the destinationworkspace can only
be a user workspace.

The 'count' commandwill count and categorizethe elementsin a workspace. The 'print'
command will print out the contents of the workspace to either the tenninal or to an
external file. .

Figure 3.1 lists all the querycommandsand gives a brief descriptionof each. For a more
detailed description see the user's manual in AppendixA.

count
for
dnt

Query Commands

Count and classify a workspace.
Create a workspace from another.
Print the contents of a worksDace.

Figure 3.1

3.1.2 Rule Check Commands

The rule check commands are a set of rule checks that can be performed on the circuit.
The results of these rule checks are added to the database. The information can then be
retrieved from the databasewith the querycommands.

The 'classifygates' commandwill identifynodes that can be classifiedlogic gates. It will
then classify these logic gates. A logic gate is a gate in the boolean sense, it may be an
invener or a complex nand-nor function. A system workspace is created that contains a
list of all the nodes that are classified as logic gates. A workspace can then be created
using a query command that contains the logic gates with, for example, the rise and fall
times in any given range.

The 'effects' command will mark all nodes that can be effected by the inputs and all
nodes that can effect the outputs.

The 'propagate' commandmarksall the nodesthat can be set high or low.

The 'threshold' command calculates all the threshold drops and threshold rises at each
node. The concept of a threshold drop is undoubtably familiar, but the concept of a
thresholddse may needfurther explanation.
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A threshold rise is to a p-transistor what a threshold drop is to an e-transistor. When a p-
transistor is turned on (its gate is low) it can only pull its drain down to within one thres-
hold rise of it gate voltage. Thus the voltage range for a node driven solely by a p-
tranSistor is 1-5 volts.

Figure 3.2 list all the rule check commands and gives a brief description of the each. For
a more detailed description see the user's manual in Appendix A.

classifygates
effects

Rule Check Commands

Classify the logic gates.

Fmd nodes effected by an input
and that effect an output.
Mark nodes that can be set high or low.
Calculate threshold drons and rises

Figure3.2

3.1.3 Miscellaneous Commands

Miscellaneous commands can be used to declare inputs, outputs or clocks. They also
provide access to a help facility and a few commands to aid in debugging. .Interactive
commandsin an externalfile can be executedwith the 'source' command.

Figure 3.3 lists all the miscellaneous commands and gives a brief description of each.
For amore detaileddescription see the user's manual in AppendixA.

3.2 Executing Mosstat

When MOSST AT is executed it reads in a netlist description which may optionally con-
tain a list of node aliases. The information from the netlist description is installed in the
internal database. All the distinct nodes that are aliased together are collapsed into one
element in the database. As this database is created two system workspaces are created:
the 'nodews' which is a list of node elements in the database, and the 'transws' which is
a list of transistor elements in the database. There is also a third system workspace
which will be discussed in section 5. MOSSTAT then checks for the existence of VDD
and GND. MOSST AT is now ready to receive interactive commands from the user.
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source
svstem

Figure3.3

Next the user runs commands to declare all the clocks, inputs and outputs. The user is
now allowed to run rule check commands or query commandsin any order that is con-
venient for the user.

3.3 Mosstat Methodology

The goal of a static analysis tool such as MOSSTAT is to detect and isolate a specific
class of errors and do it at the lowest possiblecost. MOSSTATprovides the user with a
number of built-in rule checks which can aid in the detectionand isolation of errors. The
ability to selectively execute these rule checks allows the user to control the order in
which rule checks are executed. The real heart of the productivityof MOSSTAT is the
'for' command. The 'for' command implementsa powerful expressionbased interactive
query language. This expression based language enables the user to execute a simple
rule check, then use the query commands to detect and isolate errors found by the first
rule check. These errors are found before the next rule check has to be executed. In
addition the 'for' command also allows the user to enforce many rules that are not
specificallycheckedfor the 'rule check' commands.

To start, the user uses the 'count' command to isolate certain categories of nodes or
transistors that need to be investigated for possible errors. After the inputs, outputs and
clocks have been declared the user can begin by performing some simple rule checks.
The best rule checks to start with are the 'propagate' and 'effects' commands. These rule
checks isolate a large number of errors due to connections not made or to improper
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connections. The next rule check should be 'thresholds'. An invalid connection error
will often be detected as an invalid thresholdrise or thresholddrop. An invalid threshold
rise or drop is an example of an error that could be detected by a logic simulatorsuch as
RNL. Due to the simplicity of the static analysis needed to detect these errors they
shouldbe eliminated before simulationbegins. The last rule checks and the most sophis-
ticated is 'classifygates'.

The reason this particular order was chosen is that these rule checks are executed in the
same order as their relative complexity or cost. The user should attempt to detect and
isolate as many errors as possible with the more simplisticrule checks before he attempts
the more expensive rule checks. In addition it makes no sense to execute complicated
rule checks such as 'classifygates' until we get most of the simpler bugs out of the sys-
tem. In fact it is doubtful that classifygateswouldbe able get useful results from a circuit
that containsinvalid connections.

When a node has been classified as a logic gate there are number of further checks that
can be performed with the 'for' command. Critical path analysis or resistance ratio cal-
culationscan be performedon any logic gate.

For a more thoroughdiscussionthe methodsthat could be used with MOSSTAT see sec-
tion four of the user's manual in AppendixA.
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4. Internal Structure of Mosstat

This sectioncontainsa description of the internal structureof MOSSTAT. The structural
aspects of the database will not be described, as that will be covered in detail in section
five. The goal of this section is to familiarize the reader with the structure of the code
that implementsMOSSTAT.

The program is divided into two modules according to function. The firstmodule is the
initialization module. It parses the 'simfile', and the 'aliasfile', and creates the internal
database representationof the circuit These actions are perfonned without any interac-
tion with the user. The second module, the interactive module, implements the
MOSSTAT Interactive Environment. This module is highly interactive and allows the
user to retrieve information from the database, create user workspaces and execute rule
check commands.

AppendixD contains a brief descriptionof MOSSTAT's source files. Detaileddocumen-
tation has been included in the source, which is available in 'Mosstat: An Interactive
Static Rule Checker for MOS VLSIDesigns,Source Code'[Joh86].

4.1 Initialization Module

This moduleperforms three functions:

1) Parse the 'simfile' and the 'atiasfile'.

2) Create the database.

3) Add aliases to the database.

4.1.1 Parsing the Simfile and the Aliasfile

MOSSTAT will accept simfiles that are in either of two formats. The name 'simfile' is
derived from the mandatoryname extension '.sim'. The format of the file will dependon
the tool that was used to create the 'simfile'. The two formats will hereafter be refelTed
to as the 'DCB' fonnat and the 'MIT' format. They are described more completely in
the simfileman page [UW85]. Each line of the simfile(andthe aliasfile describedbelow)
contains a record whose type is determinedby the first characterof the line.

The only valid records in the simfi1eare the information,transistor, input redirectionand
capacitance records. The only valid record in the aliasfile is an equivalencerecord. All
other records will be discardedafter issuinga a warning.
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There are several undocumented conventions that are observed by MOSSTAT and all
other tools that read and generate simfiles. First, the equivalence records are not con-
tained in the simfile but are contained in a second file, the aliasfile. The equivalence
record allows the extractorto connect distinctnodes or create name aliases to nodes. The
aliasfile will have the same root name as the simfile but will have the name extension
,.al'. The second undocumentedconventionis that the informationrecord is assumedto
be the first record of the simfile and all other informationrecords will be ignored. The
informationrecord specifiesthe format, scale and.technologyof the simfile.

For parsing the simfile,a recursive-descentparser was used rather than using a parser
generator. There are several reasons for this decision. First, the format of the simfileis
quite simple and its definition is very stable. Second, the simfilecan be very large and
performance is a prominentissue. Third, the scannercould take advantageof the 'record
oriented' syntax of the simfile. And lastly, since the simfilesand aliasfiles are generated
by other programs, they can be assumed to be syntacticly error free; invalid records are
just discarded.
The same scanner is used for both the simfile and the aliasfile. The scanner reads the
record and stores each token in the record into an array. Once the informationrecord has
been parsed, all records are assumed to be in the format specified by the information
record. After the simfilehas been parsed, MOSSTAT will scan and parse the aliasfile.

4.1.2 Create the Data Base

The simfile is just a list of transistors and the nodes to which they are connected. As the
simfile is being parsed, MOSSTAT makes a uniqueentry in the database for each transis-
tor. In addition, an unique entry is made for each node in the simfile. Each transistor
record represents a unique transistor that is connected to three nodes. A node may be
connected to an arbitrarynumberof transistors.

When the entire simfile has been parsed the database will consist of two system
workspaces: nodews and transws. The nodews contains a list of node elements that con-
tain the capacitance due to area, the capacitancedue to transistorgates and a list of all the
transistors that are connected to the node. The transws contains a list of transistorele-
ments that contain the length, width and area of the transistorand a list of the nodes that
are connected to the transistor.

4.1.3 Add Aliases to Data Base

The equivalence record in an aliasfile is a list of N nodes, for which nodes 2 through N
are to be connected to node 1. Since there can be only one entry in the data base for each
node, node entries 2 through N in the list must be 'collapsed' into the first entry in the
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list. The first entry in the list then becomes the primary node and all other entries in the
list are aliases that refer to the primary node. The primary node is now the 'sum' of all
the nodes that are aliased to it. A thoroughdiscussionof how aliases are implementedis
contained in sectionfive.

When the aliasfilehas been parsed, the nodews must be compressed to fill in vacancies
due to nodes being connected. The primary node is now the 'sum' of all the nodes that
are aliased to it. There can be any number of aliases for each node entry in the database
but each primarynode entry must be unique.

4.2 Interactive Module

The interactivemoduleperforms three functions:

1) Parse the interactive commands.

2) Execute role check commands and query commands other than the 'for' query
command.

3) Evaluatethe boolean expressionin the 'for' command.

4.2.1 Scanning and Parsing the Interactive Commands

The approach of treating the user input to MOSSTAT as a language and applying com-
piler technology to construct an interpreterhas severalbenefits:

1) Ease of implementation. The language is of sufficientcomplexity to merit the
use of compiler technology.

2) Language evolution. A syntax-directed definition facilitates changes in the
input language. It seemed that defininga languageand building a compilerfor
it using a compiler generatorseemedthe only sensibleapproach.

The scanner and parser for the interactive commands have been generated by LEX and
YACCrespectively. Both LEX and YACC are distributedwith UNIX 4.2bsdt.

A complete definition of the interactive commandlanguage grammar is contained in the
YACC description in the sources for MOSSTATdescribed in Appendix D. The gram-
mar for a 'BooleanExpression' is describedin AppendixB.

The scanner generates a token stream and had to have the ability to backtrack. This
backtracking was needed due to the fact that the language must allow a node name to
contain any printable character. This is done by only allowing the scanner to return a

t UNIX is a trademarkof BellLaboratories.
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node name as a token when it is scanning a StringExpression. For a number of reasons
the scanner generated by LEX contains a large number of transitions and states. These
reasons are outlined in Section 7.2.2. ConsequentlyLEX had to be recompiled with a
number of changes made to accommodate the large number of states and transitions
needed.

The parser parses the token stream from the scanner. As this is done the type rules are
enforced as specifiedfor the BooleanExpressionthat is described in AppendixB. If any
eITOrsor the interrupt character (usually'"C) are encountered, the input stream is flushed
and MOSSTAT returns to the prompt.

4.2.2 Execute the Rule Check and Query Commands

All of the rule check commandsare easy to parse and are executed by a procedure called
from within the parser as the command is parsed. All the query commands with the
exception of the 'for' command are executed in the same fashion. The data structure
allows random access of nodes by hashing of the node names. If a miscellaneouscom-
mand contains a list of node names then the node elements in the data are accessed
directly through the hash table.

4.2.3 Execute the 'for' Command

The 'for' command contains a BooleanExpressionthat must be evaluated on each ele-
ment in the specifiedworkspace. The grammar for a BooleanExpressionis described in
Appendix B. A 'for' command also specifies a source and a destination workspace.
Each expression is typed. Expressiontype must be consistentwith the type of the source
workspace. Each expressionis made up of two or more operands. These operandsmust
be of a consistent type. These operands may be numeric constants (float or integer),
string constants, or parameters. Parameters are the variables that are contained in each
node, transistor or gate element. Each parameter is typed. A parameter in a transistor
element is of type TRANS. A parameter in a node element is of type NODE. A parame-
ter in a gate element is of type GATE.. The type of an expression is determinedby pass-
ing the type of all operandsup throughthe parse tree.

An expression is of type TRANSif every parameter in it is of type TRANS. An expres-
sion is of type NODE if every parameter in it is of type NODE. An expressionis of type
GATE if at least one parameter is of type GATE and the rest are of type GATE or
NODE. An expressionof a given type can only be evaluatedon a workspaceof the same
type. The only exception to this rule is that an expression of type NODE may be
evaluated on a workspaceof type GATE. A workspacethat contains transistorelements
is of type TRANS. A workspace that contains node elements is of type NODE. A
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workspace that contains gate elementsis of typeGATE.

As the boolean expression is parsed, a RPN (reverse polish notation) representation of
the expression is pushed onto a stack. If no type violations occur then this 'expression
stack' is then 'evaluated' on each element in the source workspace. If the expression
evaluates to true then the element is added to the destinationworkspace. The destination
workspacewill inherit the type of the sourceworkspace.
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5. Data Structures and Algorithms

The focal point of the design of MOSSTAT was its interactive nature. In order for this
interactive environment to be productive, no command can take more than two seconds
to execute. This had to hold true for designs up to 10,000transistors, and for designs of
greater than 10,000 transistors the response time had to be linear with respect to the
number of transistors. In view of the performance of past static analysis tools it was
obvious that this was not going to be an easy task.

The first step in the design was to specify the user interface. The next step was the
specification of the data structures. Performance and clarity were the key issues when
specifying the data structures. Much of this performancecame at the cost of increased
size and complexity of the data structures. In view of the current tendencies toward
larger systemsmemories,this seemedan appropriatetradeoff.

Locality of reference is another important issue that needs to be addressed. MOSSTAT
will tend to have a very large data set and although ideally it will only be used on a sys-
tem that has enough real memory to allow the entire data set to be resident in memory
this may not always be the case. It may used on a workstationthat doesn't have enough
real memory or it may be on a multiusersystem that continually 'swaps out' pages every
time the user pauses for even a few seconds. In either case increased locality of refer-
ence will minimize the effects of paging.

MOSSTAT is wrinen in 'c' and is currently running on DEC VAX Iln80 under UNIX
4.2bsd. Performancefigureswill be quoted for that machinet.

Section five covers three topics. The first describesthe data structuresthat implementthe
workspaces and aliases in MOSSTATand why theseparticulardata structureswere used.
The second topic is memory allocation in MOSSTAT and why MOSSTAT handles its
own memory allocation. The third topic is the implementation of the 'classifygates'
command. The 'classifygates' command is divided into two sections: the first presents
the methodology that was used to identify the 'Iogicgates' and the second section
presents the methodologythat was to classify the 'logicgates'.

t The scanner generated by LEX is large and although it is valid 'C'. the compiler will abort when it
auempts to compile the scanner. This is due to the limitation that UNIX shells put on the stack size
for a process (typically .5 MByte).
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5.1 Data Structures

Workspacesand aliases are two features of MOSSTATwhose implementation is of par-
ticular interest. Before these implementationscan be described in detail the basic data
elements that makeup the database must be presented. These data elements use standard
methods that are identical to other, similar toolst.

The basic data elements are structuresin 'C'. There is a structure (NODESTRUCT)that
describes each node and alias in the netlist description. There is a structure
(fRANSSTRUCf) that describeseach transistorin the netlist description.

The NODESTRUCTsare accessible through a hash table that is hashed on the node
name (Figure 5.1). A linked list is created to handle NODESTRUCTs with duplicate
hash entries.

HashTabJe Linked List of Node. with same Hash Entry

NULL

Figure 5.1: Node Structures and Hash Table

The NODESTRUCT contains pointers to three linked lists (Figure 5.2). The first is a list
of TRANSSTRUCTs that describe the transistors that have their gates connected to the
node described by the NODESTRUCT. The second and third lists are for the
TRANSSTRUCTs that have their sources and drains connected to the node described by
the NODESTRUCT.

t RNL [UW85], STAT [Bak80], ERC [pen82]

NO DESTRUCT
-?

NODESTRUCT NODESTRUCT
-+

NODESTRUCT

-

NutPtr - Hex'PH '-- NextPtr - NexlPI,
- -

NODESTRUCT NO DESTRUCT

NexlPtr - NexlPI,
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The TRANSSTRUCTstructure contains three pointers (Figure 5.3) one for each of the
NODESTRUCTsthat describe the nodes connected to the gate, source and drain of the
ttansistor described by the TRANSSTRUCf.

NULL

Figure 5.2: Node Structures and Linked Transistor Structures

Figure 5.3: Transistor Structure and Node Structures

TRANSSTRUCT Tl1ANSSTRUCT TRANSSTRUCT TRANSSTRUCT

Gal_Link f- GI_Llnk aa'aLlnk t- Ga'_Llnk

NOOESTRUCT

TRANSSTRUCT TRANSSTnUCT TRANSSTRUCT
Ga._Usl -
Sou,ceLlsl

O,alnLlsl - Gal.Llnk f- Oal.Llnk aal.Llnk

TI'IANSSTRUCT TAANSSTRUCT

aalaLink - OaloLink

---+
Gate

N8DESTRUCT

,
TRANSSTRUCT

Source
r-roESTRUCT

Drain
r-roESTRUCT
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The contents of each structureis displayed in Figure 5.4. Each entry in the structure is
either a pointer or a parameter. All pointer entries are marked with a '*'. The GATES-
TRUCf is a structure associated with nodes that have been classified as logicgates and
will be introduced in Section5.3.4.

Figure 5.4: Contents of Transistor, Node and Gate Structures

These are very effective data structures for three reasons. First, the connectivity of the
netlist has been captured. Second the hash table allows quick random access to the
NODESTRUCfs. And third the availability of the pointer to connected nodes and
transistors allows MOSSTAT to quickly 'traverse' the network.

These data structureshoweverare not efficientfor other types of access. As an example,
it is not possible to directly access the TRANSSTRUCfs except by way of the NODES-
TRUCfs. Previous tools chose to live with the performancepenality of these data struc-
tures rather then create more complicated data structures. MOSSTAT however, needed
more sophisticateddata structuresin order to meet the initial performance specifications
of the interactive environment

5.1.1 Workspace Data Structures

The concept of using expressionsto create workspacesis not new. INGRES [Eps77], a
database management systemis just one exampleof another system that uses expressions
in this manner. The heart of the INGRES query language was the ability to create
workspaces that only contained the information specified by the expression. These

NODESTRUcr TRANSSTRUCT GATESTRUcr

FlaS!s Tvne FlaS!s

ThreshDroD Direction MaxRtoGnd
ThreshRise LenS!th MinRtoGnd
GateCaD Width MaxRto Vdd
AreaCaD Area MinRto Vdd
NodeName* GateLink* NetCan
AliasList* SourceLink* PathToGnd*
AliasLink* DrainLink* PathToVdd*
GateList* SourcePtr*
DrainList* DrainPtr*
NextPtr* PathToGnd*
LocGatePtr* PathToVdd*
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workspaces made it easy to evaluate infonnation in the database, because the user had
the ability to filterout thedata that was not relevant to the query.

When an analysis needs to be performedon all the nodes in the design, the access could
be done by a sequentialaccess of all the entries in the hash table. The problem is that a
sequential progression through the hash table approximatesa random access of the data
space. Even worse, whenan analysis is to be performedon transistors,the only access to
the TRANSSTRUCfs is by indirection through the NODESTRUCfs. In both these
cases the access methodis easy to specify but is inefficient What is needed is"a method
to access the database that takes full advantageof any 'locality of reference' in the data
space. In addition the methodof access shouldbe simpleto implement.

To learn about exploiting locality of reference we must look at the way the netlist
description is created. There are two commonlyused extractors: MEXTRA and the one
built into MAGIC [UCB85]. MEXTRA starts by flatteningthe physical design and then
generating a transistor list that starts from one end of the design and proceeds to the
other. MAGIC is hierarchical in nature and extracts each cell and then generates the
necessary connect records to connect the nodes that are shared by more than one cell.
Both of these approachesgenerate a simfile that has a fair amount of locality. Therefore
the data structures must support a method of access that approximates the locality of
reference inherent to the simfile.

These problems are all solvedby the use of workspaces. Figure 5.5 displays the structure
of workspaces. There are two systemworkspaces: the 'nodews' and the 'transws'. The
nodews is a list of NODESTRUCfs and transws is a list of TRANSSTRUCTs. The
memory is allocated for the NODESTRUCfs and the TRANSSTRUCTs as they are
encountered in netlist description. This allocation scheme allows the locality of the net-
list description to be inherited by the data space. Because the NODESTRUCfs and
TRANSSTRUCTsare added to the system workspacesas they are allocated, the locality
is also captured by the nodews and the transws. Therefore, a linear access to the
workspace will approximate a linear access to the netlist description and will take full
advantageof any localitythat is present in the netlist description.

To create a user workspacethe BooleanExpressiont from the 'for' commandis evaluated
on each element in the source workspace. When the expressionevaluates to TRUE the
structure is added to the user workspace. This scheme maintainsreference locality in the
user workspace.

t Appendix B describes the grammar for a BooleanExpression in detail.
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TRANSSTRUCT Low Memory

System Node WorkSpace
(nodews)

System Transistor WorkSpace
(transws)

TRANSSTRUCT

User Node WorkSpace

NJDESTRUCT User Transistor WorkSpace

NJDESTRUCT

TRANSSTRUCT

NJDESTRUCT

High Memory

Figure 5.5: Structure of WorkSpaces

To summarize, the data structures behind the workspace provide five advantages:

1) Data locality. This approach makes every effon to take full advantage of any
locality of reference present in the netlist description.

2) Simple structure. Because the workspace is a list, it is easy to create an
efficient method to traverse every element in the list.

3) Consistent Interface. The access to a workspace is consistent whether it is a
system workspace or a user workspace.

4) Efficient memory usage. All user workspaces are created dynamically as they
are needed. In addition, all workspaces can dynamically 'resize' themselves if
more space is needed.
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5) Each Entry in Workspace Uniqu£. Each entry in the workspace represents a
unique node or transistor. This eliminates the need to make an additional pass
to remove multiple references due to aliases.

5.1.2 Alias Data Structures

The implementation of aliases necessitates the implementation of two procedures. The
first procedure can be used to 'connect' several existing nodes together. This procedure
is called when 'connect' commands are encountered in the aliasfile and can only be
called while the aliasfile is being parsed. This procedure can only be called at this time
because it must 'collapse' several existing nodes into one node, which is a major
modification of the data structures. The second procedure, which is much easier to
implement, is used to create a new alias to an existing node. This procedure can be
called by the user at any time with the 'setalias' command.

Figure 5.6 shows some of the data structures associated with four distinct nodes: 'A I',
'A2', 'PI' and 'A3'. Figure 5.7 shows how these data structures were changed and the
new data structures that were created as a result of collapsing nodes 'A 1', 'A2' and 'A3'
into node 'P 1' . Nodes' AI', 'A2' and 'A3' are then aliases to 'P l' which is the primary
node.

Hash Table

NODESTRUCT

A1

Low Memory

~

NODESTRUCT

A2

LJ

High Memory

Figure 5.6: Data Structures for Four Distinct Nodes
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nodews

,
NODESTRUCT

A3
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Hash Table

Alias
t-.ODESTRUCT'

i
A1

AliasList
Primary

t-.ODESTRUCT

P1
nodews

Alias
NCX>ESTRUCT

A3

Figure 5.7: Data Structures for Three Nodes Aliased to the Fourth

To collapse nodes 'AI', 'A2' and 'A3' into node 'PI' the following operations must be
performed:

1) If the NODESTRUCT for 'PI' is not already a primary NODESTRUCf, a list
of NODESTRUCfs is allocated (AliasList). If NODESTRUcr for 'PI' is
already a primary NODESTRUCf, then a larger list may have to be allocated.
This list will point to all the NODESTRUCfs that contain aliases to node 'PI'.
The aliaslist allows direct access to all the node names that are aliases to 'PI'.
If 'PI' is already an alias then its primary node will become the primary node
for node 'A 1', 'A2' and 'A3'. Figure 5.7 assumes that 'P l' is neither a primary
node or an alias previously.

2) NODESTRUCTs for 'AI', 'A2' and 'A3' are marked as aliases.

3) The NODESTRUCfs for 'AI', 'A2' and 'A3' must contain a pointer to the pri-
mary node ('PI '). This pointer allows direct access to the primary NODES-
TRUer directly from any of the alias NODESTRUCfs.

4) The AreaCap (area capacitance) and the GateCap (gate capacitance) of all the
alias NODESTRUCTs must be added to AreaCap and GateCap of the primary
NODESTRUCT.

5) All pointers to lists of TRANSSTRUCfs (GateList, SouceList, DrainList) from
the alias NODESTRUCfs must be added to the end of the corresponding list of
TRANSSTRUCTs in the primary nodes (Figure 5.2).
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6) All TRANSSTRUCfs that have pointers to the NODESTRUCfs (GatePtr,
SourcePtr, DrainPtr) for nodes .Al', 'A2' or 'A3' must now refer to the pri-
mary NODESTRUCf for 'Pl' (Figure5.3).

7) H nodes 'Al', 'Al' or 'A3' were previously primary NODESTRUCfs, then
steps 5 and 6 must be performedon their alias NODESTRUCfs.

8) H nodes 'Al', 'Al' or 'A3' were already aliases to another primary node, then
st~ps2 through6 must be performedon that primaryNODESTRUCf and steps
5 and 6 must beperformed on all its alias NODESTRUCfs.

9) The entries in the nodews that point to the alias NODESTRUCfs must be set
to NULL. Theprimary NODESTRUCf will be the only entry to remain in the
nodews.

lO) The nodews must be compressed to remove all NULL pointers. Since all this
is performed before user workspacesare created nothing has to be done to any
of the user wOIXspaces.

All the operations needed to create the data structuresfor the workspaces or the aliases
can be time consuming; however, these operations only need to be performed once.
What is more important is the speedy and orderly access to the necessary
TRANSSTRUCfs and NODESTRUCfs by the interactive commands made possible by
the data structuresused to implement workspacesand aliases.

Since all the NODESTRUCfs in the nodews (and subsequentlyall user workspaces)are
primary NODESTRUCfs, no checks are necessary to make sure a NODESTRUCf is a
primary node. When an expression in a 'for' command contains a 'NodeName't the
interpreter has direct access to all the aliases through the AliasList. .

In addition to being faster than using the hash table, this implementation allows for
postfix name expansionwhen a 'lie' is the last characterof the string. The implementation
of workspaces also efficiently assures that all entries in the user workspace are unique.
Workspaces also present a consistent interface whether or not it is a system workspace or
a user workspace.

5.2 Memory Allocation

MOSSTAT does its own memory allocation for two primary reasons: speed and
decreased internal fragmentation. mallocO, the memory allocator supplied with 4.2bsd
UNIX is touted as being "a very fast storage allocator". But mallocOis a generalpurpose
memory allocator that contains a great deal of functionality not needed in MOSSTAT.
The following is a list of a few of those functions:

t Appendix B describes the grammar for NodeName.
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1) mallocO attaches eight bytes of overhead that is attached to each allocation.
This overhead is needed to capture free memory after it has been allocatedand
is not longer needed.

2) Memory is allocatedfrom buckets that are at least twice the size of the alloca-
tion request. The minimum bucket size is 2 KBytes, and, therefore, requests
for less than 1 KBytes will come from a 2 KByte bucket. Multiple requests of
the same size will come from the same bucket. When the bucket is empty,
another of the same size is requested. Allocationof memory from these buck-
ets allows mallocOto speedup multiplerequests that are of the sameor similar
sIze.

3) mallocO has an option that allows boundary checking to be done on memory
allocated.

MOSSTAT has some specificmemory allocationrequirements and therefore its memory
allocator is tailored to these specificrequirements.

Memory is allocated by MOSSTAT for two different needs: workspaces and structures.
The workspacesare large chunksof memory (minimum8k) and they are only allocateda
few times, typically less than 20. Workspacesare large and they will always be of a mul-
tiple of the page size. The space for the TR...<\NSSTRUCfs,NODESTRUCfs and the
GATESTRUCfs will be allocated in small blocks (less than 200 bytes) but there can be
a large numberof blocks (typically> 20,000).

The memory allocator in MOSSTAT is specificallydesigned for the allocation needs of
MOSSTAT. AllocateOcontains no support to allow the freeing up of memory that is no
longer needed. MOSSTAT does not create any temporary data structures that could be
re-used.

If the request is for more than the minimum size of a workspace (8 KBytes), then a sys-
tem call is made to directly allocate the neededmemory. Since the workspace sizes are a
multiple of the page size and the allocationis done on a page boundary, the internal frag-
mentation is zero. Buckets are not used to reduce the numberof system calls because it
is known that the number of requestsfor more than 8 KByteswill be small.

If the request is for less than the minimum size of a workspace then the memory is allo-
cated from a 32 KByte buffer that has been allocatedon a page boundary. The large size
of this buffer minimizes the internal fragmentationwithin the buffer. This methodology
is consistent with the fact that there will be a large number of requests for these small
blocks of memory. Small requests for memory (less than 1 KByte) to mallocOwouldbe
allocated out of a 2 KByte buffer (bucket). This bucket size would result in sixteen times
as many systemcalls and increasedinternalfragmentation.

AllocateO does not require the computational overhead of multiple bucket sizes, or the
space for the 8 Bytes per allocationneeded to allow the freeingof memory. This reduced
functionality makes AllocateOslightlyfaster and considerablysimpler than mallocO.
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The end result is an application specific memory allocator that is much simpler that mal-
locO, is slightly faster, uses far fewer system calls and will have considerably less inter-
nal memory fragmentation.

5.3 Classify Gates Command

The 'classifygates' command will search for nodes that can be classified as 'logicgates'.
A logicgate is the output node of a functional block that implements a boolean function.
This functional block is a set of transistors and nodes, and may be a simple inverter or a
complex nand-nor function. MOSSTAT may overlook some logicgates due to the limita-
tions of the algorithm that it uses to locate logicgates. It is unlikely, however, that
MOSSTAT will incorrectly identify a node as a logicgate when it is not.

The classification of the logicgate is a two step process. The first step is to identify the
nodes that are logicgates and the second step is the actual classification of logicgates.
The identification of the logicgates has four distinct steps:

1) The first step is to identify the power network.

2) The second step is to identify known logicgates.

3) The third step is to specify the direction in the power network.

4) The fourth step is to calculate the minimum and maximum resistance paths to
VDD and GND.

5.3.1 Identify Power Network

The power net is the networkof node~that are in the paths from a logicgate to VDDand
GND. The power net is made up of the vddnet, whichcontains all the nodes in the paths
from a logicgate to VDD and the gndnet, which contains is all the nodes in the paths
from a logicgate to GND. The vddnet is identified by propagating out from VDD
through all transistors until an a node is encountered that is connected to the source or
drain of an e-transistor. This node is the edge node of the vddnet and it is marked as
being an invalid logicgate. At this time a structure is allocated to hold any parameters
that are to be associatedwith the logicgates. The gndnet is identifiedby propagatingout
from GND through all transistors until a node is encountered that is connected to the
source or drain of a p-transistoror until a node is encountered that is in the vddnet. This
node is the edge node of the gndnet and it is marked as being an invalid logicgate. If a
gate structurehas not alreadybeen allocatedfor this node, one is allocatedat this time.
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The schematic in Figure 5.8 is an example of a typical CMOScomplimentarylogic gate.
Nodes 'A' and 'Out' are members of a vddnet and therefore their 'VddNet' parameters
are set TRUE. Nodes 'B' and 'Out' are members of a gndnet and therefore their
'GndNet' parameters are set TRUE. The vddnet starts at VDD and propagates out until
'Out' is encountered since 'Out' is connected to an e-transistor. The gndnet starts at
GND and propagates out until 'Out' is encountered, since 'Out' is in a vddnet 'Out' is
now marked as an invalid logicgate.

QuI

Figure 5.8: CMOS Logic Gate

5.3.2 Specify Direction in Power Network

As the nodes are added to the power network, the 'direction' is specified at each transis-
tor in the power net. In the vddnet the direction goes frem VDD along each path to the
logicgate. In the gndnet the direction goes from GND along each path to the logicgate.
A path is a unique set of transistors in series that form a path to GND or VDD. Put
another way MOSST AT assumes that two parallel transistors are never enabled at the
same time. Any transistors that are in parallel are considered to be part of two distinct
paths to GND or VDD. This is a worst case assumption and can only be made more
accurate by using input vector information.

The specification of the direction in the power network is done as the nodes are added to
the power network. When a node is added to the gndnet all the transistors that are con-
nected to that node are checked. If that node is 'A' and 'A' is connected to the source of
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a transistor whose drain is already in the gndnet then the direction in that transistoris set
to be from the drain to source. This is possible because any node that has alreadybeen
added to the gndnet is 'upstream' (closer to GND) from the node that is just being added
to the gndnet. The same process is repeated for any transistorswhose drain is connected
to 'A'. The specificationof the the directionin the vddnet is identical for the vddnet.

Once the direction has been specified for each transistor in the gndnet and the vddnet
some data structuresare created for quick access to each transistor in each path to VDD
and GND. The task of identifying the paths to VDD and GND is quite easy because the
direction at each transistor has already been specified. Figure 5.9 shows the data struc-
tures that would be allocated for the logicgate in Figure 5.8. The TRANSSTRUCTsin
5.9 have been numbered in the same way as the transistorsin Figure 5.8. In Figure 5.8
there are two paths from VDD to 'Out': 'VDD'->'A'->'Out' and 'VDD'->'A'->'Out'.
There are also twopaths from GND to 'Out': 'GND'->'B'->'Out' and 'GND'->'Out'.

PathToGnd

Figure 5.9: Logic Gate Data Structures
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5.3.3 Identify Known Logic Gates

The node workspace (nodews) is then searched for invalid logicgates. Any invalid log-
icgate that is a member of both the vddnet and the gndnet is now marked as being a valid
logicgate. Node 'Out' in Figure 5.8 would be marked as a valid logicgate. All nodes
marked as invalid logicgates which are not in both the vddnet and the gndnet are left
marked as unknown logicgates. Both the unknown and known logicgates are added to
the logicgate workspace (gatews). Any nodewhich has been classifiedas a logicgate is a
member of two systemworkspaces:nodewsand gatews.

5.3.4 Calculate Minimum and Maximum Resistance Paths

Now that we have identified all the paths from VDD and GND, we can calculate the
resistance of each path to VDD and GND. The maximumresistance to GND, minimum
resistance to GND, maximum resistance to VDD, and minimum resistance to VDD are
all identified and stored in the 'MaxRtoGnd', 'MinRtoGnd', 'MaxRtoVdd' and
'MinRtoVdd' parameters of the GATESTRUcr. In Figure 5.8 if we assume that all the
transistors have one square of resistance, the MinRtoVdd, MaxRtoVdd would both be
equal to two squares. In the gndnet the MinRtoGnd will be one square and the
MaxRtoGndwill be two squares.

5.3.5 Classify Gates

Now that all the logicgates have been identified the next step is to do the actual
classification of the gates. All logicgates will be classified into one of the following
groups:

Dynamic.
If all of the paths from VDD and GNDto the logicgate are 'clocked' paths, then the
logicgate is classifiedas dynamic. A clocked path is a path where at least one of the
transistors in the path is gated by a clocked node. A clocked node is a node which
has been declared as a clock or is classifiedas a valid dynamic logicgate. The log-
icgate in Figure 5.10 will be classifiedas dynamic.

Invalid Dynamic.
If some but not all of the paths from VDD and GND to the logicgate are clocked,
then the logicgate is classifiedas an invaliddynamic gate.
Pseudo NMOS.
If the logicgate has a single path to VDD and that path is through a single p-
transistor and that p-transistor is gated by GND, then the logicgate is classifiedas a
pseudo NMOS gate.
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Invalid Pseudo NMOS.

If the logicgate has more than one path to VDD and at least one of those paths is a
single p-transistor that is gated by GND, then the logic is classified as an invalid
pseudo NMOS gate.

NMOS.

If a logicgate has a single path to VDD and it is through a single e-transistor or sin-
gle d-transistor then it is classified as an NMOS Gate.

Invalid NMOS.

If a logic gate has a more than one path to. VDD and it is through a single e-
transistor or d-transistor this it is classified as an Invalid NMOS Gate.

Static CMOS.

If a logicgate does not fall into any of the above classifications then it is classified as
an Static CMOS logicgate. Since this classification includes all logic gates not
classified into other groups it may contain both valid and invalid logic gates. The
logicgate in Figure 5.8 will be classified as static CMOS.

QUI

Figure 5.10: Dynamic Logic Gate

If the logicgate is classified as dynamic then MOSST AT will calculate the 'net capaci-
tance'. The net capacitance is the total capacitance of all the nodes in the gndnet and the
vddnet with the exception of VDD, GND and the logicgate itself. The net capacitance of
the dynamic gate (Figure 5.10) would be sum of the area capacitance and the gate capaci-
tance of node 'A' and node 'B'. The result is stored in the 'NetCap' parameter of the
GATESTRUcr (Figure 5.4). The 'NetCap' parameter can be used to enforce a portion
of the Clocking Rules for Dynamic MOS Systems [Bra86]. These Dynamic Clocking
Rules are briefly described in the glossary in Appendix C. In practice the net capacitance
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will often be zero, because the nodes in the power network are not connected to any
transistor gates and will generallyhave negligiblearea capacitance. MOSSTATassumes
that the minimum netcapacitance is .1 femtofarads.

The net capacitanceis the total amount of capacitance that is contained in all the 'inter-
nal' nodes of gate. If the inputs change value while the clock is high there is now drive
on the output and internal charge sharing could possibly change the value of the output.
A portion of the clocking rules assures that there is adequate charge on the outputs to
ensure that the stateof the output will n0t change due to the charge sharingcausedby the
inputs changing statewhile the clock is low. If the ratio of the capacitance on the outputs
to the net capacitanceis greater than five then the value of the outputs cannot changedue
to charge sharing in the net caused by inputs changing value while the clock is low.
Since MOSSTAT assumes that the net capacitance is at least .1 femtofarads, the log-
icgate must have at least .5 femtofarads of total capacitance. In practice this means that
the logicgate must be connected to the gate of a transistor in order to have the required
capacitance. It would be unusual for any nodes in the GndNet or the VddNet to be con-
nected to transistorgates.

The 'for' command can be used to create a workspace that contains the logicgates that
have a capacitance/NetCapratio in any range specifiedby the user. The syntax for the
'for' statement is discussedin Section 4.2 of AppendixA.
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6. Evaluation of Mosstat as a Design Aid

The evaluation of MOSSTAT as a design aid has been done with two different designs.
The first design, the PRSC, is a small CMOSdesign implementedby the Fall 1985VLSI
design class at OGC as a lab assignment. The second design, the Object Map Chip is a
large NMOS design that was partially implemented by the author at Tektronix Labora-
tories. .

6.1 PRSC

MOSSTAT was used by the Fall 1985VLSI design class at OGC as part of a lab assign-
ment. The assignmentwas to layout a small CMOSdesign using MAGIC. This design
implemented a pseudo random sequence counter (PRSC). The design was specifiedfor
the students with a plot of the physical layout and contained 125transistors and 66 nodes.

The class consisted of studentswith a wide diversityof backgrounds. Somehad software
backgrounds,others had hardwarebackgrounds,and most had a combinationof both.

A portion of the assignment called for the students to use MOSSTAT to find the critical
timing path in the design. Critical time path identificationis only one of many possible
applicationsfor MOSSTAT. It was howeverthe only applicationthat was required.

6.1.1 User Feedback

In general, most students found MOSSTAT useful in isolating some types of problems.
They reported that the complexity of the tool minimized its usefulness on a design as
simple as the PRSC. The documentationwas rated good, but needed to be expanded,
especially in the number of examples given. The PRSC, however, was the first CMOS
design to be analyzed by MOSSTAT. These students were also the first real users and
they found numerousbugs.

Some students were asked to list the rule check commands according to their relative
usefulnessin error detection.and isolationon the PRSC. The results are displayedin Fig-
ure6.1.

It is interesting to note that the users rated the usefulness of a command to be the inverse
of the complexity of the command. Considering the time constraints on the students for
the lab and the simplicity of the design, it is not surprise to find that the tended to use less
complex analysis methods.
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Figure 6.1: Command Usefulness

6.1.2 Performance

It took approximately2 seconds for MOSSTAT to read in the netlist description and to
create the internal data base. After that point all interactjve commands ran instantane-

'ously (less than 1 second).

6.1.3 Changes Made to MOSSTAT

Some new commands were added at the request of users. They were 'propagate', 'reset'
and 'setalias'.

Several complaints were made against the use of spaces to delimit keywords in the
interactive command language. Users also complained about the use of upper case char-
acters in keywords. The scanner for MOSSTAT now ignores the case of the characters in
keywords. Case sensitivity is retained for node names. Spaces between keywords is now
optional except where spaces are necessary to separate node names. Also, a second ver-
sion of the manual was created that contains more examples.

MOSST AT has now been more thoroughly debugged and more extensively documented.
What is needed is a chance to see MOSSTAT used on larger student projects.

6.2 Object Map Chip

The Object Map Chip implements the Object Map memory, the memory searching,
address range checking and absolute address calculation for the Magnolia Object Bus
Interface. The design was to have been implemented in NMOS but the physical design
was never completed. MOSST AT was used to evaluate the netlist description of the
Object Map Chip that was generated from a schematic description of the circuit. This
netlist description contained 7898 transistors and 3325 nodes, and previously had been
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thoroughly simulated and analyzedwith RNL and STAT.

6.2.1 User Feedback

Due tQthe complexity of the design, MOSSTA T found a large number (several hundred)
of discrepancies in the netlist description. As it turned out, most of these discrepancies
were due to the language that is used to generate the netlist description. These discrepan-
cies necessitated a great deal of interaction with the database in order to investigate the
context of the discrepanciesand verify the validityof that portion of the design. .

Most of the discrepancies were due to numerous nodes that were either not effected by an
input or could not effect an output. Most of these in turn were due to extraneous circuitry
or gates connected to VDD or GND. In all cases except one, the discrepancies were due
to the way the netlist description was generated. The hierarchical schematic description
language made it difficult to avoid creating unneeded circuitry such as transistors gated
by VDD or GND. Since extra circuitry does not effect the functionality of the design,
they can be ignored. With the 'for' command it was easy to isolate the source of these
eITQrsby looking at the nearby transistors and nodes.

Wben STAT was used to analyze the Object Map Chip it generated over 4500 lines of
error statements. Most of these error statements were due to the cascading of errors. The
batch nature of STAT made it necessary to read and evaluate all of these error state-
ments. The analysis of these error statements led to the discovery of most all of the
discrepancies uncovered with MOSSTAT. Incidently the Object Map Chip is. a circuit
that is almost completely debugged, the number of error statements that had been gen-
erated by STAT in the early stages of design were several times this amount.

MOSSTA T found that it was possible to set all nodes both high and low, which is not
surprising considering the amount of prior simulation. One error which was discovered
with MOSSTAT and which was overlooked by previous tools was that there were many
logic gates that were classified as NMOS Gates that had multiple paths to VDD. This
was caused by a faulty net description that specified the same transistor more than once.
Two transistors are the same if they have the same gate, source and drain. What is
interesting to note is that this error was easily discovered with MOSSTAT, but was not
uncovered through extensive simulation, because it did not effect the functionality of the
design.
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6.2.2 Performance

It took approximately 4 minutes for STAT to read in the netlist description, create the
internal database and do all its analysis on a lightly loaded VAX 780. The process size
was 725 KBytes.

It took approximately20 seconds for MOSSTAT to read in the netlist description and to
create the internal data base. After that point the 'for' command typically took 1-2 .
seconds and the worst of the rule checks (classifygates)took approximately 15 seconds.
These perfonnance figures are for a single user workstationwith an adequate amount of
real memory,so that paging activity were kept to a minimum. The process size was 1008
KBytes.

6.2.3 Changes Made to MOSSTAT

The complete analysis of the Object Map Chip with MOSSTAT came late in the testing
phase of MOSSTAT, and consequently few changes were made as a direct result of the
analysis done on the Object Map Chip. The ability to list the inputs, outputs and clocks
without the use of the 'for' command was the only visible change made at this time. In
the early stages of development of MOSSTAT, the Object Map Chip was used exten-
sively to test the performance of MOSSTAT, and, consequently, many of the perfor-
mance enhancements discussed in Section 5 are a result of the analysis done on the
Object Map Chip.

6.3 Conclusion

MOSSTAT does much to validate the viability of the interactive approach to static
analysis of MOS designs. MOSSTATdoes many of the same types of analysis as other
static analysis tools (STAT and ERC), and, consequently,will detect the same types of
errors as those tools. The interactive natureof MOSSTAT makes it much more effective
than previous static analysistools at isolatingelTors.

The run time for MOSSTAT analysis is considerablyless than either STAT or RNL. It
took less than one minute to run MOSSTAT versus over four minutes to run STAT and
over five minutes for PRESIM(the tool that creates the binary netlist descriptionused by
RNL).

Owing to the need for a simulator such as RNL to propagateelTorsto node whose values
are being monitored, and the powerful query commands available in MOSSTAT,
MOSSTAT is more effective at error detection and isolation than such a simulator.
MOSSTAT was also able to detect some errors in the Object Map Chip that were not
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detected by even many months of simulation efforts by the author.

MOSST AT is not simple tool to use, and its usefulness is questionable for small designs.
In any design, simulation is an excellent method of detecting errors. In a small design of
low complexity such as the PRSC, error isolation using simulations is not in general
much of a problem. In larger designs error isolation can be difficult and simulators are of
limited usefulness for error isolation.

MOSST AT falls short however in a couple of areas. The execution time for some of the
'for' commands is slower than the performance goals laid out in the specifications. Their
performance, however, still does not interfere with the interactive nature of MOSSTAT.
Another detraction was the complexity of MOSSTAT. This problem is particularly evi-
dent in a simple design such as the PRSC. There are number of areas where the func-
tionality of MOSSTA T could be easily increased, thus enhancing its usefulness; these
areas will be discussed in Section 7.
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7. Conclusionsand Future Work

The functionof a static analysis tool for MOSdigital designs has been described. Perfor-
mance goals that must be met to insure the productivity of the tool have been specified.
The algorithmsand data structuresto implementthis tool have been described.

The analysis approach that this tool utilizes is compared with the approaches of other
tools. A design methodology for digital ~OS designs is specified and the role the tool
plays in this methodologyis described.

Two different designs have been analyzed with this tool, and one of the designs was
analyzed by users other than the author and their feedback was evaluated. One of these
designs was implemented in CMOS, the other was in NMOS. The tool is shown to
behave as specified.

What is yet needed to prove that the tool as specifiedcan play an important role in the
design methodologyfor digital VLSI circuits. This can only be done by giving a number
of designersaccess to MOSSTAT and waitingfor their evaluations.

There are a number of features and fixes to MOSSTAT that would greatly enhance its
usability. Section 7.1 will discuss these features.

MOSSTAT attempts to shed some new light on a number of different approaches to be
taken to detect and isolateerrors in a circuit design. There were a numberof issues how-
ever, that were not addressedat this time. These issues are an extremely important part
of the 'ideal' design environmentthat was alludedto in Sectiontwo. Section7.2 will list
some of the new analysis approachesthat could be pursued.

7.1 Additional Work on MOSSTAT

There are several ways that the existingversionof MOSSTAT could be enhanced. These
changes fall into four categories: increasing functionality, portability, performance and
bug fixes.

7.1.1 Functionality

MOSSTAT could be made a much more effective tool for critical timing path
identification. Rise times and fall times can currently be calculated at a node that has
been classified as a logic gate. Presently MOSSTAT assumes that any pass transistors
(or transmission gates) that are encounteredare turned off. What is needed is the ability
for the user to specify if a given pass transistor is normally open or closed. With this
knowledge MOSSTAT could be enhanced to include the capacitance of nodes normally
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driven by a logic gate in its rise time and fall time calculations. The most obvious
approach would be to assume that all the pass transistors are normally open and then
allow the user to over ride the default where appropriate. The interactive nature of
MOSSTAT shouldmake this feature easy to implement.

7.1.2 Portability

The scanner for the interactive commandlanguage is generatedwith LEX. This was the
appropriate choice during the developmentphase of MOSSTAT. The problem is that the
scanner generated by LEX is quite large (8000 lines) and consequentlythe scanner that it
generates needs a process stack of over 1 MByte which is larger than most UNIX shells
allow. The scanner generated is large for two reasons. The first is that the language
allows keywords to by entered in upper or lower case letters. This causes LEX to gen-
erate multiple states for each keyword. The secondreason is that the scannerhad to hold
'state' information to allow for context dependent scanning. This state information is
needed because a valid node name can containcharactersthat are also valid as tokens. In
order to eliminate the need for white space to separate tokens the scannerhad to have the
ability to reject some tokens in certain situations. The language is fairly stable and it
would now be appropnate to write a scannerrather than use LEX to generateone.

7.1.3 Performance

Considerable effort was put into performance 'profiling' in the early stages of
MOSSTAT's development. A large number of changes have been made to MOSSTAT
since that time and it is likely that some additional 'profiling' would point out a number
of performance bottlenecks. Some of these bottlenecks could be either eliminated or
minimized with a few minor changesto the existingcode.

NODESTRUCTsand TRANSSTRUCTsare allocated from the same buffer space. If the
NODESTRUCTs and TRANSSTRUCTswere allocated from different buffers then the
page fault rate could be reduced for most types of access to the nodews (any access that
does not reference a TRANSSTRUCT). This allocation scheme would not increase the
page fault rate for other types of access to either the nodewsor the transws.

MOSSTAT allocates a full NODESTRUCTfor an alias even though the space is largely
unused. Allocating this extra space is done because in many cases this space was already
allocated for the node before it became an alias. Freeing up the space would do little
good unless some form of garbage collection were performed. It would, of course,
depend on the circuit, but in one example there are 14,000aliases for 3,000 nodes which
would result in a savingsof 1.8MBytesof memory (1/3of total memoryrequirement).
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7.1.4 Bug Fixes

There are a number of known bugs that prevent MOSSTAT from performing as
specified. Most of these bugsare due to a numberof changes that have been made since
the Fall 1985VLSI Design classused MOSSTAT. Most of these bugs are in the scanner,
which needs to re-written for the reasons alludedto above. There are also undoubtablya
number of unknown bugs. The 'classifygates' commandis particularly suspect,because
of its complexity and because few users other than myself have carefully evaluated its
results. The interpretor wouldalso be suspectbecause of the number of branches occur-
ring in the code.

7.1.5 More User Feedback

The biggest shortcoming of this whole project is the lack of input from users.
MOSSTAT implements a variety of interesting algorithms but the real question that is
yet to be answered: Is 'MOSSTAT usable for typical users? A great deal was learned
from the feedback that was received from the students that used MOSSTAf. Before
future static analysis tools are investigated,much more shouldbe learned about the effec-
tiveness of the rule checks andinteractivityof MOSSTAT.

7.2 Future Static Analysis Tools

There are several approaches that could be incorporated into future static analysis tools
but were not within the scope of the MOSSTAT project. The first one is to use 'rule
based' analysis, the second is to perform power estimationand the third is the need to do
away with extraction.

7.2.1 Rule Based Analysis

More work is necessary to apply static analysis techniques to the design of VLSI circuits.
One of the most promising of these approaches is the encapsulation of a 'knowledge
base' associated with design of circuits. This knowledge base must support incremental
additions by the user. The tool must 'perform inferrences' about the design using rules
contained in this knowledge base. The result will be a tool that can 'critique' a digital
circuit design using knowledge captured in the knowledge base.
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7.2.2 Power Estimation

Future static analysis tools need to help the user with power estimation. This analysis
should include the analysis necessary to calculate the minimum acceptable widths of
meta1lines in the circuit[Wi186].

7.2.3 Extraction

A physical design must be extractedto create a flat netlist descriptionthat can be used by
analysis tools and simulators. Most tools need 5-30 minutes to convert this netlist
description into an internal representationof a large circuit. What is needed is the incre-
mental extraction of this internal representation. Incrementalextraction would eliminate
the need for batchextraction of the circuitdesign.

The elimination of batch extraction is the single biggest difference between the existing
design environment and the 'ideal' environment This would call for considerable
integration of tools at all levels from user interface. down to data representation
[UW85A].
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AppendixA: Mosstat User's Manual

1. Introduction

MOSSTAT is an interactive static rule checker for NMOS and CMOS VLSI circuit
designs. MOSSTAT allows the user to interactively select from a number of different
static rule checks to verify a design. MOSSTATinitially creates as 'database' that will
contain all the informationretrieved from the netlist descriptionof the circuit. The result
of the rule checks will also be stored in this 'database'. MOSSTATprovides the user
with a rich set of commands for retrieving informationcontained in the 'database' such
as connectivity,transistorsizes or node capacitance.

MOSSTAT is most helpful when used in the early stages of verificationafter the circuit
has been designed and laid out either schematicallyor physically. Although most of the
violations found with MOSSTAT can be found with a dynamic simulator, MOSSTAT
will provide a more productive environment for the detection and isolation of these
errors.

MOSSTAT is written in 'C' and althoughit was originallydevelopedin a UNIX environ-
ment it should port to any system with a complete 'C' compiler and the standard 'C'
libraries. For more information about the porting of MOSSTAT to other environments
see the file 'README' in the MOSSTATsource directory.

MOSSTATwill use from from 300 to 600 bytes per transistor, so the memory require-
ments can be quite large. This situation is made worse, because, although the analysis
done by MOSSTAT has some data locality, the 'working set' of pages needed by
MOSSTATcan still be quite large.

MOSSTAT is designed to be highly interactive on designs as large as ten to fifteen
thousand transistors. The speed of MOSSTAT will degrade as the number of transistors
increases. The performance degradation will be linear with respect to the number of
transistors as long as paging is kept to a minimum. The large working set of pages
needed requires that MOSSTATand its data remain resident almost entirely in memory
to avoid thrashing.
This manual is a tutorial on how to use MOSSTAT to execute rule checks and evaluate
the results of these static rule checks. If is a detailed description, for a more concise
descriptionsee the UNIXman page for MOSSTAT. As with most programs,MOSSTAT
is easiest to understandwhen it is used on test cases as you read this document.

A short description of the theory behind each rule check is included in the section
describing the Rule Check Commands. To obtain more detailed description of the algo-
rithms used refer to: "Mosstat An Interactive Static Rule Checker for MOS VLSI
Designs".
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A glossary of some of the tenns used in this manual is included. These tenns will be
used frequently with the assumptionthat the reader already has an understandingof their
meaning.

2. Starting Mosstat

To run MOSSTAT type

mosstat [-c commandfile]basename[.sim]

It is assumed that 'basename.sim" is a valid simfile[UW85];and MOSSTAT will make
little effort to recover from errors detected in the simfile. Either the basename of the
simfileor the entire namemay be specified.

All output from MOSSTAT,by default, is sent to 'standard out' with the exception of
error statements, which are sent to 'standard error'. The output of the 'print' command
can optionally be directed to a file.

MOSSTAT starts by telling the user its version number. Next, MOSSTAT reads in the
net description from the simfile. MOSSTAT will notify the user .thatit is opening the
simfile (basename.sim)and the aliasfile (basename.al). As it reads in the net description,
it creates the internal 'database' that contains all known infonnation about the circuit.
MOSSTAT then reads in the 'basename.al' file that is a list of all the node aliases.

Aliases may be used to connect nodes which are distinct from each other. MOSSTAT
must then collapse all the occurrencesof a node into one primary node that can have any
number of aliases. The primary node 'inherits' all the connections from all its aliases.
The node and gate capacitanceof the primary node is the sum of the gate and node capa-
citance of all of its aliases. The followingis an exampleof a valid alias record:

= nodename 1 nodename2 nodename3 .. .
nodenamel will be the primary node name and all the other node namesin the list will be
aliased to the primary node. If nodenamel is already an alias to a primary node, then all
the node names in the list and nodenamel will be aliased to that primary node. If any of
the node names in the list other than nodenamel are already primary nodes then those
primary nodes and all their aliases will be aliased to nodenameI. In this fashion distinct
nodes can be either connected togetheror we can create multiple node namesthat refer to
the same node. An example of this practice are the following aliases that are by default
created by MOSSTAT:

"Vdd" and "vdd" are aliased to "VDD".

"Gnd" and "gnd" are aliased to "GND".
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These aliases are created after the aliasfilehas been read and therefore VDD and GND
will always be the primary node name for power and ground. The user can specify
power and ground with any of the above aliases. When these aliases are created a check
is made for the existence of power and ground. If power and ground have not been
specifiedby the user then MOSSTATwill issuea warningmessageand exit.

Information about all the known aliases to a particular node can be retrieved with the
'alias' command. The 'alias' commandwill be discussedin Section 3 of this appendix.

Many users will be using MAGIC[Ost83]to specifythe physical description of their cir-
cuit. If this is the case then the 'aliasfile' is extremelyimportant because of the way that
the extractor from MAGIC uses aliases. MAGIC's extractor is hierarchical and it uses
aliases to connect nodes in order to flattenout the hierarchyin the circuit.

MOSSTAT next checks for the existence of a command-filespecifiedwith the -c option.
The -c option specifiesthat the text in the command-filewill be processed as if the com-
mands had been entered interactively from the keyboard. The syntax of the command-
file is exactly the same as the syntax specifiedin the MOSSTAT Interactive Environ-
ment, which is discussed in section 3.1. If the command-filedoes not contain a 'quit'
commandthen MOSSTAT will return control to the tenninal when it is finishedprocess-
ing all the. commands in the command-file. If a 'quit' command is encountered then
MOSSTAT will quit processing the command-fileand exit immediately. More than one
file can"be loaded with this option by either using multiple '-c' options or including a
'source' command from within the command-file. The user must avoid cyclical refer-
ence within command-files.

MOSSTAT knows about three different transistortypes. Depletionn-type transistorsand
enhancementn-type transistorswhich will hereafterbe referred to as d-transistors and e-
transistors respectively. The third type of transistor is enhancement p-type transistors
which will hereafter be referred to as p-transistors.

As far as MOSSTAT is concerned the source and the drain of a transistor are totally
interchangeableand there is electrically no differencebetween the two. For consistency
MOSSTAT will retain the same source-drain orientationas is specifiedin the simfile. It
is therefore perfectly acceptable to connect the source of transistor to VDD or connect
the drainof a transistorto GND.

The creation of the internal 'database' can be time consuming in large designs due to the
natureof the 'database'. The primary designconsiderationfor the internaldata structures
is interactive access speed. To achieve the desired interactive performance the data
structurestended to be more complex, larger and more expensive to create. Section 5 of
"MOSSTAT An Interactive Static Rule Checker for MOS VLSI Design" discusses the
data structures. The database for a circuit of about eight thousand transistors will take
approximately twenty seconds to five minutes to create on a lightly loaded VAX 780
depending on the number of aliases. Once this 'database' has been created, MOSSTAT
is readyto accept input from the user and willprompt the user with a '.'.
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3. Mosstat Interactive Environment

After MOSSTAThas created an internal 'database' from the simfileand the aliasfileand
read in all the command-files,it is ready to accept interactive commands from the user
after the prompt '.'.
After the prompt the only way to exit from MOSSTAT with a normal exit status is by
executing the. 'quit' command. If any interactive commands are executing and the user
types an interrupt character ( usually a "c ) the command will be interrupted and
MOSSTAT will return to the prompt. A quit character ( usually a "\ ) will cause
MOSSTAT to tenninate immediately. MOSSTATdoes not attempt to catch the suspend
character ( usually a "Z). If your shell supportsjob control you can suspendMOSSTAT
and return to the shell.

All reserved words are in bold print. A newline or a ';' (semicolon)is used as a com-
mand terminator. A '\' before a newlineor carriage return allows a commandto be con-
tinued on the next line. All characters between a leading · {' and closing '}' are treated
as comments and are discarded. The use of this feature in command files that are to be
loaded with the 'source' commandis encouraged.

You may notice that most ~:ommands have some of the trailing postfix characters
enclosed in [ ]' s. All postfixcharactersenclosed in the [ ]' s are optional and do not need
to be typed in. Some arguments in a command may be enclosed in [ ]'s, These argu-
ments are optionaland are only neededto overridedefaults.

In all documentationfor clarity the key words are specifiedas all lower case characters
and the parameters are specified as a combination of upper and lower case characters.
Key words must be specified by the user as all lower case letters. Parameters may be
specified identical to the documentationor as all lower case letters, whichever is easier
for the user. A node name may containmost any printable character and is thereforecase
sensitive.

The scanner allows the user to use white space (tabs, or spaces) for token separators. In
most situations the white space is optional. For a more complete discussionof his con-
cept see the grammaticaldescriptionof a BooleanExpressionsee AppendixB.

There are three groups of interactive commands. The Query Commandscan be used to
query the 'database', create 'user workspaces' or print out the contents of a workspace.
The Rule Checks,perform a specificset of rule checkson a circuit and the resultsof these
role checks are written into the 'database'. The Miscellaneous Commandsare all other
commands that don't fit into the first two groups.
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3.1 Query Commands

The Query Commandsretrieve informationfrom a workspace. A 'workspace' is a list of
entries the 'database'. There are two different kinds of workspaces: a user workspace
and system workspace. A system workspace is created once by MOSSTAT and cannot
be changed by the user. There are three systemworkspaces:

nodews The node workspaceis a list a elements that have type NODE. Each ele-
ment in the nodews contains all known information about a particular
node in the circuit.

transws The transistor workspace is a list of elements that have type TRANS.
Each element in the transws contains all known information about a par-
ticular transistorin the circuit.

gatews The gate workspaceis a list of elements that have type GATE. Each ele-
ment in the gatews contains all known informationabout a particular log-
icgate in the circuit. Any element which is a logicgate is also a node, so a
logicgate is a memberof both the gatews and the nodews.

A user workspace is a temporary list which can created and re-USedmany times by the
user. There are eight user workspaces: wO, wI, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6 and w7. The
memory for the workspaces is dynamicallyallocated as it is needed. The allocation of
memory for the workspacesis donewithout interventionfrom the user.

There are three Query Commands: 'count', 'for' and 'print'. These commands enable
the user to classify elements in the database, to retrieve informationfrom the data base,
and to create workspacesthat containthe elements specifiedby the user.

The 'count' command can be used to get a quick overview of the contents of a
workspace. The 'for' command is used to create a user workspace from either another
user workspace or a system workspace. The expression syntax of a 'for' command
allows the user to specify the contentsof the workspace. The 'print' commandis used to
print the contents of a workspace.

3.1.1 Count Command
count workspace

The output of the 'count' commandis dependentupon the type of the workspace.

H the workspace has a type of NODE, then the type of the workspace, the number of
nodes and the numberof nodes that have aliasesis given.

If the workspace is of type TRANS, then a report is generated showing the number of
each kind of transistor. The transistorsare first partitioned according to their type. Then
each each type of transistor is classified according to other characteristics. The types
supported and the classes associatedwith each type are listed below:
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( The gate and the drain or
the gate and the source or
the source and the drain are the same )

( The gate is connected to VDD or GND )
( The source or drain is connected to GND )
( The source or drain is connected to VDD )

( The gate and the source are the same and
the drain is connected to VDD or
the gate and the drain are the same and
the source is connected to VDD )

( The gate and the source and
the gate and the drain are not the same )

( The source and the drain are the same or
either the source or the drain are connected to GND or
neither the source or the drain is connected to VDD )

( The gate is connected to VDD or GND )

( The gate and the drain or
the gate and the source or
the source and the drain are the same or
the gate or the drain is connected to GND )

( The drain or source is connect to VDD )
( The gate is connect to VDD or GND )

If the workspace is of type GATE then a report is generated showing the number of
known and unknownlogicgates. Anyuser workspacethat has the gatews as a parent will
have a type of GATE. The definitionof 'logicgate' will be discussed thoroughlywhen
the 'classifygates, command is discussed below. The known logicgates are partitioned
into six classes. The classes supported and a brief description of each class are listed
below:



KnownLogic Gates
Dynamic
Invalid Dynamic

Pseudo NMOS

Invalid Pseudo-NMOS
NMOS

Invalid NMOS

Static CMOS

Unknown Logic Gates
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( All paths to VDD and GND are clocked )
( One, but not all paths to VDD and GND

are clocked )
( Only one path to VDD
and path is through a p-transistor
and p-transistor is gated by GND )

(Pseudo NMOS with more than one path to VDD)
( A single path to VDD and it is through
e-transistor or ad-transistor)

(More that one path to VDD and they are through
a single e-transistor or d-transistor )
and path is through

( None of the above)

( Node contains either:
one or more paths to GND
or one or more paths to VDD
but not both )

These classes are discussed more thoroughlywhen the 'classifygates' command is dis-
cussed in Section 3.2 of this appendix. Each gate has boolean parameters that are set
when the gates are classified. These parameters are: 'Known', 'Dynamic', 'Invalid-
Dynamic', 'PseudoNMOS', 'InvalidPseudoNMOS', 'NMOS', 'InvalidNMOS' and'Sta-
ticCMOS' and can all be accessed through the gate workspace (gatews) with the 'for'
command.

3.1.2 For Command

for BooleanExpression {from 'source workspace'] [to 'destination workspace' ]

The 'for' command takes a 'BooleanExpression' and evaluates it for each element of the
source workspace. If an element in the source workspace evaluates to true, then that ele-
ment is added to the destination workspace. Appendix B contains a grammatical descrip-
tion of 'BooleanExpression'. In the following description of the 'for' commands a
number of different parameters will be used. A complete list of the allowable parameters
and a brief description of each is in the glossary of terms in Appendix C. If the source
workspace is not specified then the default is determined by the type of the BooleanEx-
pression. If the type of the BooleanExpression is TRANS, NODE or GATE, then the
default workspaces would be transws, nodews and gatews respectively.

If the source workspace is specified, then its type is checked for consistency with the
BooleanExpression. Since the gatews is just a subset of the nodews, it is allowable for a
BooleanExpression of type NODE to have a source workspace that is of type GATE. It
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is not valid however,for a BooleanExpressionof type GATE to have a sourceworkspace
that is of type NODE.

The destinationworkspaceis alwayscleared beforeit is used. The destinationworkspace
inherits the type from source workspace. It is an error for the destination workspace to
be a system workspace,because the user cannotoverwritea systemworkspace. The des-
tination workspacemust be a user workspace (wO-w7). If the destination workspace is
not specifiedthen the default is workspacewOo

The type of the BooleanExpressionis determinedby the parameters that are used in the
BooleanExpression.There are three types of parameters:

Transistor Transistor parametersare variables that are associated with a transis-
tor. These parametersare part of an element in a workspace of type
TRANS.

Node Node parametersare variables that are associatedwith a node. These
parameters are part of an element in a workspaceof type NODE.

Gate Gate parameters are variables that are associated with a logicgate.
These parameters are part of an element in a workspace of type
GATE.

It is allowable to mixparametersof type GATE and NODE in a BooleanExpression. The
destinationworkspacewill then have a typeof GATE.

In the following 'for' statement:
for Width> 5

The number '5' is a constant and therefore has no type. MOSSTATallows constants to
be entered as floator integer. The parameter 'Width' refers to the width of a transistor
that has a type of TRANS, therefore the type of the 'BooleanExpression' is TRANS.
Note that the 'BooleanExpression' is just a single 'SimpleExpression' made up of two
operands and a 'RelationalOperator'. Valid 'RelationalOperators' are '=' (equal), '!='
(not equal), '<' (lessthan), '>' (greater than), '<=' (less than or equal), '>=' (greater than
or equal). Either or both of the operandsmay be parameters. All computationsare done
in float so constants can be expressed as floats or integers. A constant expression (an
expression which contains no parameters) is considered to be invalid. This 'for' state-
ment would createa list of transistors that have a width greater than 5 centimicrons. The
list would be storedin the default destinationworkspace( wO).

The 'for' statement:

for (GateCap + AreaCap ) /1000 > .1

will create a list of nodes that have a total capacitance greater than 0.1 picofarads. The
SimpleExpressioncontains a 'MuIOp' and an 'AddOp'. MOSSTATobserves the nonnal
precedence rules from algebra and allows the use of '()'s to achieve the desired result.
Valid 'MuIOp's are '.' (multiply), '/' (divide). Valid 'AddOp's are '+' (add), '-' (sub-
tract). The type of this expressionis NODEbecauseall parametersare of type NODE.
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The 'for' statement:

for NodeName=a

contains a 'StringExpression' of type NODE. This will create a workspacecontainingall
nodes that have a node name of "a" or have an alias of "a". Aliases of a node are just
other strings (node names) that refer to the same node. This node is the primary node
and only the primary nodes are actuallyinserted into destinationworkspace. If "a" were
an alias for "VDD", then VDD would be inserted into the destination workspace. Valid
'StringRelOp's are '=' (equal) and '!=' (not equal). MOSSTATalso allowsfor the use of
a wild-card character ,*, as a post-fix. The string "a*" would match all nodes whose
name or one of their aliases start with 'a'. The string "*"would match all NodeNames.
The 'for' statement:

for NodeName =fdbka I NodeName =fdbkb I NodeName =fdbkc

is a series of expression linked together boolean-operators and has a type of NODE.
ValidBooleanOperatorsare 1 ' (or)and '&' (and). MOSSTATallowsthe user to usea
'shorthand' method of specifyingsome 'or' expressions:

1. The expression"GSD= a" is shorthandfor
"(Gate=a I Source=a I Drain =a)"

2. The expression"SD= a" is shorthandfor
"(Source = a I Drain = a)"

3. The expression"NodeName=a bIt is shorthand for
"(NodeName =a I NodeName = b)"

Either the 'for' statement:

for Gate = fdbkaI Source =fdbka I Drain =fdbka \

I

Gate =fdbkb I Source =fdbkb I Drain =fdbkb \
Gate =fdbkc I Source =fdbkc I Drain =fdbkc

or
for GSD= fdbka fdbkb fdbkc

will generate list of transistors that have their gate, source or drain connected to node
"fdbka", node "fdbkb" or node "fdbkc".

The 'for' statement:

for Input = TRUE

will create a workspace of type NODE that contains all the nodes which have been
declared as inputs. A number of parameters are boolean in nature and have values of
TRUE or FALSE. MOSSTAT allows the user to use 'T' or 'F' in place of 'TRUE' or
'FALSE' respectively.

The 'for' command and its use of expressions are quite complex and can take consider-
able time to become familiar with. The user needs to become thoroughly familiar with
the 'for' commandfor it is the heart of MOSSTAT's productivity.
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3.1.3 Print Command

print [from workspace] [toftlename] [appendfilentl1n£]

The 'print' command will display the entire list of elements in a workspace. If the
workspace is not specified,then the default workspace is user workspace wOoIf neither
the 'append' nor the 'to' argumentsare specified,then the output from the 'print' com-
mand is sent to 'standard out'. If the 'to' option is specifiedthen the output is written to
'filename'. If the 'append' option is specified,then the output is appendedto 'filename'.
All paths for the 'append' and 'to' optionsare relative to the currentdirectory.

By default 'print' will display all the values of the parameters that have alreadybeen cal-
culated. The user can specifywhich parameters they want displayed with the 'setpf' and
'unsetpf' commands. Thesecommandsare describedin the Section 3.3 of this appendix.

3.2 Rule Check Commands

The Rule Check Commands add infonnation to the 'database'. These rule checks are
performed on the whole design and the results are stored in the 'd3:tabase'. Once this
information has been stored in the 'database' it can be retrieved with the Query Com-
mands describedabove.

Most rule checks set a system flag when they are executed, and if an attempt is made to
execute a rule check a second time, MOSSTAT will remind the user that the command
has aIready been run and MOSSTAT will return to the prompt This is due to the fact
that the algorithms that have been used to implementsomeof these rule checkscannot be
run twice. The 'reset' command described in section 3.3 must be executed in order to
execute the rule checks a second time.

3.2.1 Classifygates Command

class[ifygates]

The 'c1assifygates' command will search for nodes that can be classifiedas 'logicgates'.
A logicgate is the output node of a functionalblock that implements a boolean function.
This functional block is a set of transistors and nodes and may be a simple inverter or a
complex nand-nor function. MOSSTATmay overlook some logicgatesdue to the algo-
rithm that it uses to locate logicgates. It is unlikely, however that MOSSTAT will
inCOITectlyidentify a node as a logicgate when it is not. The algorithms that are used to
identify logicgates are described thoroughly in Section 5 of "MOSSTAT:An Interactive
Static Rule Checker for MOSVLSIDesigns.
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Theclassificationof the logic gates is broken up into several distinct steps:

1. Identify Power Network. The power net is the network of nodesthat are in
the pathsfroma logicgateto VDD andGND. The power net is madeup of the
vddnet, which is all the nodesin the pathsfrom a logicgate to VDD and the
gndnet, which is all the nodesin the paths from a logicgate to GND. The
vddnet is identified by propagatingvddnet out from VDD through all transis-
tors until a node is encountered that is connected to the source or drain of an e-
transistor. This node is the edge node of the vddnet and it is marked as being
an invalid logicgate. The gndnet is identified by propagating gndnet out from
GND through all transistors until a node is encountered that is connected to the
source or drain to an p-transistor or until a node is encountered that is in the
VddNet. This node is the edge node of the gndnet and it is marked as being an
invalid logicgate. If a gate structure has not already been allocated for the
nodes one is allocated at this time. The schematic in figure A.I is an example
of complimentary logicgate. Nodes 'A' and 'Out' would be in the vddnet, and
nodes 'B' and 'Out' would be in the gndnet. All nodes which are members of
the gndnet have their 'GndNet' parameters set TRUE. All nodes which are
members of the vddnet have their 'VddNet' parameters set TRUE.

2. Specify Direction in Power Net. The 'direction' is specified at each transistor
in each vddnet and gndnet whose edge node is a invalid logicgate. In the
vddnet the direction goes from VDD along each path to the logicgate. In the
gndnet the direction goes from GND along each path to the logicgate. A path
is a unique set of transistors in series that form a path to GND or VDD. Any
transistors that are in parallel are considered to be part of two distinct paths to
GND or VDD. Once the direction has been specified, the transistors in each
path to VDD and GND are linked together to allow for quick analysis along
these paths. In Figure A.I there are two paths to VDD: 'Out'.'A'.'VDD' and
'Out'.'A'-'VDD'. There are also two paths to GND 'Out'-'B'-'GND' and
'Out' -'GND'. The direction through each transistor is signified with an arrow.
The 'direction' at each transistor can be displayed with the 'print' command.

3. Identify Known Logic Gates. The node workspace (nodews) is then searched
for invalid logicgates. Any logicgate that is a member of both the vddnet and
the gndnet is now marked as being a valid logicgate. All nodes which are not
in both the vddnet and the gndnet are left marked as invalid logicgates. Both
the unknown and known logicgates are added to the logicgate workspace
(gatews). The node "Out" in Figure A.I would be marked as a valid 1Dgicgate.

4. Calculate Minimum and Maximum Resistance Paths. Now that we have
identified all the paths from VDD and GND, identified we can calculate the
resistance of each path to VDD and GND. The maximum resistance to GND,
minimum resistance to GND, maximum resistance to VDD, and minimum
resistance to VDD are all identified and stored in the 'MaxRtoGnd',
'MinRtoGnd', 'MaxRtoVdd' and 'MinRtoVdd' parameters. These are all gate
parameters and must be accessed through the gate workspace (gatews) with the
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'for' command. In Figure A.I if we assume that all the transistors have one
square of resistance, the MinRtoVdd, MaxRtoVdd would both be equal to two
squares. In the gndnet the MinRtoGndwill be one square and the MaxRtoGnd
will be two squares.

5. Classify Gates. Next the valid logicgatesare classified into one of following
groups:

Dynamic. If all of the paths from VDD and GND to the logicgate are
'clocked', paths then the logicgate is classified as dynamic. A clocked
path is a path where at least one of the transistorsin the path is gatedby a
clocked node. A clocked node is a node that has been declared as a clock
or is classifiedas a valid dynamiclogicgate. In Figure A.2, if node 'phil'
is a clock the node 'Out' is a dynamiclogicgate.

Invalid Dynamic. If some but not all of the paths fromVDD and GNDto
the logicgate are clockedpaths then the logicgate is classifiedas an invalid
dynamicgate.

Pseudo NMOS. If the logicgate has a singlepath to VDD and that path is
through a single p-transistor and that p-transistor is gated by GND, then
the logicgateis classifiedas a pseudoNMOSgate.

Invalid Pseudo NMOS. If the logicgate has more than one path to VDD
and at least one of those paths is a single p-transistor that is gated by
GND, then the logic is classifiedas an invalidpseudoNMOS gate.

NMOS. If a logicgate has a singlepath to VDD and it is through a single
e-transistoror singled-transistorthen it is classifiedas an NMOS Gate.

Invalid NMOS. If a logicgate has more that one path to VDD and it is
through a single e-transistoror a singled-transistor then it is classifiedas
an InvalidNMOS Gate.

Static CMOS. If a logicgate does not fall into any of the above
classificationsthen it is classifiedas an Static CMOS gate.

If the logicgate is classified as dynamic then, MOSSTAT will calculate the 'net capaci-
tance'. The net capacitance is the total capacitanceof all the nodes in the gndnet and the
vddnet with the exceptionof VDD, GND and the logicgate itself. The result is storedin
the 'NetCap' parameter. This gate parameter can be accessed through the gate
workspace (gatews). The net capacitance is needed to enforce the third rule of the
Dynamic ClockingRules (see appendixC).

The logicgate in Figure A.I will be classified as static CMOS. The logicgate in Figure
A.2 will be classified as dynamic CMOS. In Figure A.2 the net capacitance in the
dynamic gate will be the sum of the area capacitanceof node' A' and node 'B'. In prac-
tice the net capacitancewill often be zero becausethe nodes in the powernetwork are not
connected to any transistor gates and will generally have negligible area capacitance.
Since we are lookingfor a ratio of the capacitanceof the logicgate to the net capacitance,
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a net capacitance of zero would give a infiniteratio. MOSSTAT thereforeassumes that
the minimum net capacitanceis .1 femtofarads. This means that a ratio of five to one is
achieved if the total capacitance of the logicgate is .5 femtofarads. Anythingless than .5
femtofarads would be violation of the DynamicClockingRules.

The 'classifygates' command can only be run once. In order to change the input, output
or clock declarationseither MOSSTAT must be restartedor the 'reset' commandmustbe
run. This commandis discussed in Section 3.3 of this appendix.

OUI

Oul

In l' .

--j

Figures A.I and A.2

3.2.2 Effects Command

eff[ects]

The 'effects' command marks all the nodes which are effected by an input. It then marks
all the nodes that can effect an output. No report will be generated, but results are stored
in the database. The boolean parameters that hold the results of the 'effects' command
are 'EInput' and 'EOutput'. These are node parameters and are accessible through any
workspace that is of type GATE or NODE. The reasoning behind this rule check is that
any node that cannot effect the outputs or is not effected by the inputs cannot effect the
functionality of a design and are therefore unnecessary logic. This unnecessary logic
may occur due to the way a circuit is laid out or it may be due to improper specification
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of the circuit.

The 'effects' commandcan only be run once. The 'effects' commandcannot be run until
the inputs, outputs and the clocks have been declared. In order to change the input, out-
put or clock declarations and re-execute the 'effects' command, either MOSSTATmust
be restarted or the 'reset' command must be run. The 'reset' command is discussed in
Section3.3 in this appendixMiscellaneousCommands.

3.2.3 Propagate Command

prop [agate]

The 'propagate' command marks all the nodes that can be set either high or low. All
inputs and VDD initially have their high bits set All inputs and GND initially have their
low bits set. The high bits and low bits that have been set are propagatedfrom the source
to the drain of a transistor(orvisa versa) when any of the followingconditionsis met:

1. The transistoris a p-transistor and the node connectedto its gate has its low bit
set. .

2. The transistoris a e-transistorand the node connectedto its gate has its high bit
set.

3. The transistoris ad-transistor.

The low bit for VDD and the high bit for GND cannot be set. In this fashion the bits are
propagated until no more changes occur. Any nodes that do not have the high bit set
after this evaluation cannot be set high. Any nodes that do not have the low bits set after
this evaluation cannot be set low. The node parameters associated with these bits are
'High' and 'Low'. Theseparametersare accessiblewith the 'for' command.

The 'propagate' command cannot be run until the inputs, outputs and clocks have been
declared. In order to change the input, output or clock declarations and re-execute the
'propagate' command, either MOSSTATmust be restarted or the 'reset' commandmust
be run. The 'reset' commandis discussedin Section 3.3 of this appendix.

3.2.4 Thresholds Com~and

thresh [olds]

The concept of a thresholddrop comes from the physical nature of an e-transistor. Even
when an e-transistor is fully turned on (its gate is high), it can only pull its source to
within 1 threshold drop of its gate voltage. On the other hand it is capable of pulling its
drain all the way to zero when it is turned on. The range of voltage at the drain is 0-4
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volts. When a d-transistoris fully turned on (its gate is greater than or equal to negative
3 Volts), it is capable if pulling its sourcehigh with no thresholddrops.

MOSSTAT introduces the conceptof a thresholdrise that comes from the physicalnature
a p-transistor. When a p-transistoris fully turned on (its gate is low), it can only pull its
source down to within 1 threshold rise of its gate voltage. A p-transistor is, however,
capable of pulling its drain all the way high when it is enabled. The voltage at the source
is 1-5volts. An e-transistoris effectiveat passing a low signal and a p-transistoris effec-
tive at passing a high signal. It is for that reason that CMOSuses transmissiongates con-
sisting of both an e-transistorand a p-transistor.

When the 'thresholds' command is executed, MOSSTAT will calculate the threshold
drops and rises at each node. The behaviorof thresholddrops can be characterizedwith
the followingformulas:

d-transistors
Source ThresholdDrops=max( GateThreshDrops-3,DrainThreshDrops)

e-transistors
Drain ThresholdDrops=max( GateThreshDrops+l, SourceThreshDrops)

p-transistors
Drain ThresholdDrops=SourceThreshDrops

Initially all nodes except VDD and any nodes that have been declared to be inputs are
assumed to have ten threshold drops. All inputs and VDD are assumed to have zero
threshold drops. These formulas are repeatedly applied until the threshold drops at each
node can be reduced no further and no more changes occur. Ten was chosen because it is
more than the largest possible number of threshold drops on a node.

MOSST AT will also calculate the threshold rises at each node. Threshold rises do not
need to be calculated across d-transistors due to the fact that MOSST AT assumes that d-
transistors have their drains connected directly to VDD. The behavior of threshold rises
can be characterized with the following formulas:

e-transistors
DrainThresholdRises =SourceThreshRises

p-transistors
DrainThresholdRises =max( GateThreshRises+l, SourceThreshRises)

Initially all nodes except GND and any nodes that have been declared to be an input are
assumed to have ten thresholdrises. All inputs and GND are assumedto have zero thres-
hold rises. These formulas are repeatedly applied until the thresholddrops at each node
can be reduced no further and no more changes occur.

No report is generated but the results of the 'thresholds' command are stored in the data-
base in the integer parameters 'ThreshDrop' and 'ThreshRise'. These parameters are
accessible to the user with the 'print' or the 'for' command. The 'thresholds' command
can only be run once. The 'thresholds' command cannot be run until the inputs, outputs
and clocks have been declared. If there is a need to change input, output or clock
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declarationsand re-calculatethe threshold drops and rises either MOSSTAT must be res-
tarted or the Creset'commandmust be ron.

Typically in CMOS designs the designer does not want any threshold rises or drops.
Threshold drops are allowed on nodes which are in paths from a logicgate to GND and
that path is through a series of e-transistors. As an example the logicgate in Figure A.2
nodes 'A' and 'B' which each have one threshold drop but this is valid because these
nodes are not connected to the gate of a transistor. The same is true for threshold rises
through a network of p-transistorsto VDD. In the logicgate is Figure A.I node 'A' is
valid because cA' is not connected to the gate of a transistor. In NMOS designs 1 thres-
hold drop is allowable on nodes that are connectedto gates of transistors.

3.3 Miscellaneous Commands

Followingis a list of all the remaining commandsfor MOSSTAT. These commands are
the ones that can not be classifiedas either Rule Check Commandsor Query Commands.
They are listed in alphabeticalorder.

alias NodeNameList

List all the node names which are aliases for each node in the 'NodeNameList'. A
'NodeNameList' is a list of node names separated by spaces. The first node name in
the output list is the primary node and all the other node names are aliases to it.

cIock[s] [ NodeNameList ]

Declare all the nodes in the 'NodeNameList' to be clocks. Any node which is a
clock is also declared to be an input. A 'NodeNameList' is a list node names
separated by spaces. The 'clocks' command can be run more than once to add addi-
tional clock declarations. All clock declarations are discarded when the 'reset' com-
mand is executed. If the 'NodeNameList' is omitted, MOSST AT will print a list of
the nodes that have been declared as clocks.

display NodeName

Display the node structure. The 'display' command is primarily a debugging aid.
The 'display' command ignores any aliases and will display the actual structure
associated with the NodeName. If NodeName is an alias, then it should be empty
with the exception of the node name field and the pointer to the primary node. The
output is cryptic and the user needs to look at the source for the procedure DisplayO
in commands4.cin order to make senseout of the output. The user will need to look
for the declaration of NODESTRUcr in structures.h. This command is only
intended to give assistance to anyone needing to make internal changes to
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MOSST AT.

help [ CommandNameList]
help parameter

The 'help' facility will provide the user a minimum amount of information about a
command. A grammatical description of 'CommandNameList' is contained in

.Appendix B. If 'CommandNameList' is not specified 'help' will provide the user
with a list of all the possible commands. If 'CommandNameList' is provided,
MOSSTAT will print out the syntax of the commands listed. If the keyword
'parameter' is specifiedthen a list of all the possibleparameters is generated.

input[s] [ NodeNameList]

Declare all the nodes in the 'NodeNameList' to be inputs. The 'inputs' command
can be run more than once to add additional input declarations. All input declara-
tions are discarded when the 'reset' commandis executed. If the 'NodeNameList'
is omitted, MOSSTAT will print a list of the nodes that have been declared as
inputs.

output[s] [NodeNameList]

Declare all the nodes in the NodeNameList to be outputs. The 'outputs' command
can be run more than once to add additional output declarations. All output declara-
tions are discarded when the 'reset' command is executed. If the 'NodeNameList'
is omitted, MOSSTAT will print a list of the nodes that have been declared as out-
puts. .

path[s] NodeNameList
path[s] [WorkSpaceList]

List the nodes in all known paths from each logicgate to VDD and GND and specify
the resistance of these paths in squares. Since analysis in done statically, the resis-
tance calculation assumes that only one path is enabled at a time. Work-space-list is
a list of workspaces separated by spaces. The workspaces in the WorkSpaceList
must be of type GATE. If no workspace is specified, then the default workspace is
wOo NodeNameList is a list of nodes separated by spaces that are to be evaluated.
If any node in the NodeNameList is not a valid logicgate, it is ignored.

quit
Exit from MOSSTAT and return to the shell. All information in the data base is
destroyed.
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reset

Reset MOSSTAT. The 'reset' command returns MOSSTAT to its start-up state
after it has read in the simfile and the alias file and created the internal data base.
Inputs, outputs and clocks must be re-declared. The Rule Check Commands: 'clas-
sifygates', 'effects', 'propagate' and 'thresholds' can now be run again. Any new
aliases that were created with the 'setalias' command are not destroyed and do not
need to be re-declared.

setalias primary-node-name aIias-node-name

Create a new alias for a node. This is not the same as a connect command which
would allow you to connect two or more existingnodes. You also cannot createany
new nodes. You may, however, create a new alias to an existing primary node or
alias an existing primary node and all its aliases to a new primary node. You must
refer to any existing nodes by their primary node name. If you use a alias node
name MOSSTAT will issue a warningmessage. For example assumingthat "fdbka"
is an existingprimarynode name you cannot:

setalias gnd fdbka

Because "gnd" is an alias nodename for the primary node "GND"and you also can-
not:

setalias GND fdbka

Because "fdbka"and "GND" are both primary node names and you cannot connect
two existing nodes.

setpf [ PrintFlagListJ
unsetpf [ PrintFlagListJ

Specify a list of parameters that will be displayed by the 'print' command. A
PrintFlagList is a list of printflags separated by spaces. A printflag is an integer
from one to eleven that specifies the print status of one or more parameters. The
value of the printflagdetermines whether or not the 'print' command will display
the value of the particular parameter. By default the 'print' command will display
all the parameters that have been calculated. When a 'setpf' or and 'unsetpf' is exe-
cuted the statusof the print-flagsremain unchangeduntil another 'setpf' or 'unsetpf'
command is executed. A call to 'setpf' will set all the printflagsin the PrintFlagList
TRUE. A '*' in the PrintFlagList of a 'setpf' command will set all the printflags
TRUE. A call to 'setpf' or 'unsetpf' with no printflagswill print the current state of
the printflags. A call to 'unsetpf' will set all the printflags in the PrintFlagList
FALSE. A '.' in the PrintFlagList of a 'unsetpf' command will set all the printflags
FALSE.

The following is a list of the parameters and the print-flags that are associated with
each parameter:



1 Input Output Clock
2 ElnputEOutput High Low
3 GndNetVddNet
4 ThreshDropThreshRise
5 GateCapAreaCap
6 LogicGate Classification
7 MaxRtoGndMinRtoGndMaxRtoVddMinRtoVdd
8 NetCap.
9 Direction
10 LengthWidth
11 Area
12 PrintCode
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(NODE)
(NODE)
(NODE)
(NODE)
(NODE)
(GATE )
( GATE)
( GATE )
( TRANS)
( TRANS)
( TRANS)

Printflag twelve is a debugging feature and by default it is turned off. When
printflag twelve is set, the RPN Code Stack will be printed every time the 'for' com-
mand is executed.

source file-name

A valid file name can contain letters(a-zA-Z),digits(O-9),underscoreU, dot(.), or
slash (/). Any printable characteris valid if the file-nameis insidedouble quotes (").
The file-name is loaded and the contents interpreted by the Mosstat Interactive
Environment. The file is expected to contain valid interactive commands. All text
between a leading '(' and a trailing ')' is treated as a comment. The actions of the
interpreter are exactly the same as they would be if the commands were typed into
the terminal interactively. The file can contain another 'source' command but
beware of reference loops. If the file contains a 'quit' command then MOSSTAT
will exit immediately. If the end-of-fileis reached then control of MOSSTATwill
return to the terminal and MOSSTAT will respondwith a '.'.

sys[tem] CommandStringList

The 'system' command passes the CommandStringListto sh(l) as input, as if the
string had been typed as a command at the terminal in an interactive shell. The
'system' is a simple minded implementationand is not meant to give the user full
access to the UNIX shell. The grammaticaldescriptionof 'CommandNameList' is
Appendix B. Simple things like grep, cat, more, pipes, redirection are allowed. A
valid command can contain letters(a-zA-Z), digits(O-9),underscoreL), dots(.), or

. slash(/).
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4. Mosstat Methodologyand Examples

This section has been included to give the user an opportunity to see how MOSSTAT
could be used in practice. This sectionoutlines the approachthat MOSSTAT allows the
user to take when trying to detect and isolate eITorsin a circuit design. A number of
examples will be giventhat will clarify this approach.

4.1 Mosstat Methodology

Dynamic analysis tools are designed to help the user detect logic eITorsin a circuit
design. Some of these tools can be used to get additional timing information from the
design. These tools can also be use to detect specificationerrors in the circuit design.
The goal of static analysistools such as MOSSTAT is to isolate specificationeITorsin the
design. This duplication of functionality does not lessen the need for static analysis
tools. By its very nature static analysis is more simplistic than dynamic analysis and,
therefore, static analysis tools such as MOSSTAT have the potential to detect and isolate
errors at a much lowercost.

Errors such as design rules violations can be detected by careful inspection of a plot of
the design. This tedious inspection has been largely replaced by design rule checkers
because effective algorithmshave been formulatedfor design rule eITordetection. Care-
ful inspectionof the netlist by the designercan be used to detect electrical rule violations.
Like hand checkingfor design rules in a physical layout, this is time consumingand eITor
prone. The difficulty is that electrical rules have a tendency to be more abstract than
physical design rules. The abstract nature of these design rules makes it more difficult to
provide effective algorithms that can be used to detect electrical rule violations.
MOSSTAT provides the user with a number of rule checks that can aid in the detection
and isolation of errors. In addition, MOSSTAT will provide the designer with an
environment that makes the job of ~alyzing the circuit quicker and less eITorprone.
MOSSTAT does this by providingthe followingthree methods:

1. Provide a methodfor characterizingnodes, transistorsor logicgateswith respect to a
specific set of rules. These characterizationsallow the user to break up the design
into smaller more workable groups. These smaller groups may depending on con-
text containnodes, transistorsor logicgates that need to be further analyzed.

2. Provide a method for isolating portions of the circuit into workspaces that can be
easily analyzed by the designer. These workspacesare groups of nodes, transistors
or logicgates that are created by queries of other workspacesfor characteristicsthat
are specifiedby the designer.

3. Provide a method for analysis of these transistors, nodes or logicgates which is
quick, allowsfeedback, and minimizesthe chance for eITor.
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MOSSTAT has a set of 'rule checks' that makesit easy to detect and isolate a numberof
different types of errors. The results of the 'rule checks' characterize a particular node,
transistor or logicgate element. The characteristicsare stored as parameters associated
with each element in the database. A workspace can be created that contains the ele-
ments whose characteristicsare specifiedby the user. The characteristicsof a workspace
are specified with a BooleanExpressionin a 'for' command. The 'for' statement is the
heart of a powerful expression-basedinteractive query language that allows the user to
enforce many rules that are not specificallycheckedby the 'rule check' commands..Any
parameters can be used in the boolean-expressionof a 'for' command to create a
workspace that contains elementsof the desiredcharacteristics.

The interactive nature of MOSSTAT allows the user to selectively execute any number
of different rule checks. These rule checks can be executed in any order once all the
inputs and outputs have all been declared.

I

4.2 Running MOSSTAT: A Typical Scenario

MOSSTA T expects to read a netlist circuit description from a valid simfile. This simfile
may have been created by extraction from either schematics or physical layout. The
approach that one takes to verify a circuit description is the same regardless of the source
of the simfile.

Assuming that the netlist description is a simfile that is named foo.sim, MOSST AT can
be invoked by typing the following into a UNIX shell:

mosstat foo.sim

or

moss tat foo

Either command will cause MOSST AT to begin execution and to create the internal data-
base from the netlist description in foo.sim. MOSST AT then reads in the file foo.al for
alias descriptions and during this operation MOSSTAT will respond with the following:

MOSSTATVersion 1.0

Opening foo.sim for reading
Opening foo.al for reading

Next MOSSTAT will check for the existence of VDD and GND. If either is missing,
MOSSTAT will issue an error message and exit. Otherwise, MOSSTAT will respond
with a '.'. The'.' is the prompt and it means that MOSSTAT is ready to receive com-
mands from the terminal.

A good place to start is by asking for a count of the 'nodews' (the node workspace): This
is done with the 'count' command:
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countnodews

MOSSTAT will display a count of the total numberof nodes and of the number of nodes
that have aliases. The user can check these numbersfor plausibility. Next we could get
a count of the 'transws' (the transistorworkspace)with the 'count' command:

count transws

MOSSTAT will display counts of the numbersof transistorsof each type. Transistorsof
the same type are further classifiedas funny, pullup. etc. These numbers should also be
checked for plausibility. IT any transistors are classified as funny or fixed gate they
should be further investigated. Section 3.1.1 provides a complete description of the dif-
ferent classificationsof each transistortype. Isolating groups of transistors is best done
with a query using the 'for' command. IT,for example, MOSSTAT classifies several
transistors as funny p-transistor. we can create a workspacecontaining all those transis-
tors with the following 'for' command:

for type =p-transistor & ( gate =drain I gate = source\
I source=drain I gate=VDD I gate =GND )

A default workspace ( wO) is then created which contains all the p-type enhancement
transistors that are classifiedas funny. Similar techniquescan be used to further investi-
gate any transistor classifications. This workspace can be printed with either of the fol-
lowing commands:

print
or

print wO

When the 'print' command is executed, MOSSTAT will check the values of the
printflags to determine which parametersare to be displayed. These flagsare set with the
'setpf' and the 'unsetpr commands. By default these flags are all turned off and there-
fore the 'print' command will display the transistor type and a list of the nodes that are
connected to the Gate, Source and Drainof each transistor.

The next step is to specify the inputs, outputs and clocks. This can be done by typing
them into the terminal,but an easier andless error prone method is to put them into a file.
This file can be executed at MOSSTATinitializationby specifying the -c commandline
option to MOSSTATor with the 'source' commandfrom within MOSSTAT. To declare
the inputs, outputs and clocks from the tennina1:

inputs inl in2 inJ..outputs outl out2 out3..clocksphil phi2

If the commands are already in the file 'declareIO':
source declarelO

Once the inputs and the outputs have been declaredwe can run the 'effects' and the 'pro-
pagate' commands. When the 'effects' and 'propagate' commands are executed
MOSSTAT sets the 'High', 'Low', 'EInput' and 'EOutput' node parameters. The vali-
dity of these parameters can then be checked with the use of the of the 'for' command.
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Forexample, the following 'for' command:

for High =FAI$E / Low =FALSE

would create a workspace that would contain all the nodes that cannot be set high or low.
A similar command could be used to create a workspace that contained the nodes which
could not effect the inputs or could not effect an output:

for Elnput =F / EOutput =F

If it becomes apparent that some inputs or outputs were not declared it is possible to add
them at this time. This is done by first executing the 'reset' command. After the 'reset'
command the inputs, outputs and clocks must be declared again along with the new
inputs and outputs; then the 'effects' and 'propagate' commandscan be executed again.

The next step is to run the 'thresholds' command. The number of threshold drops that
are allowed depends on the technology being used. To create a workspace that contains
all the nodes with more than one threshold drops the following 'for' command could be
used:

for ThreshDrop > 1

A similar 'for' command could be used to find the nodes that have more than zero thres-
hold rises.

The next command to be run is the 'classifygates, command. The 'c1assifygates'com-
mand will create a new system workspace, the gatews. The 'count' command can then
be executed on the gatews:

count gatews

The user can further evaluate the classifications of the logicgates with the 'for' command.
The following 'for' command:

for InvalidDynamic =TRUE

would create a workspace containing all the logicgates that were classified as Invalid
Dynamic CMOS.

When the 'classify gates' command was executed the minimum and maximum resistance
to GND and VDD was calculated for. each logicgate. These parameters can be used to
estimate the rise and fall times for each logicgate. The following 'for' command:

for ( ( MaxRtoGnd * 10 * ( AreaCap + GateCap ) ) / 1000 ) > 9

will create a workspace that contains all the logicgates that have a fall time that is greater
than 9 nanoseconds (ns). 'MaxRtoGnd' is the Maximum Resistance to GND in squares.
'10' is the resistance of an e-transistor in K-ohms per square. 'Area Cap' and 'GateCap'
is the area and gate capacitance of the logicgate the have units of picofarads (Pf). The
1000 is a constant give a result in nanoseconds.
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Thefollowing 'for' command:

for MaxRtoVdd / MinRtoGnd < 4

will create a workspace that contains all the logicgates that have paths with ratios less
than 4.

Possible charge-sharing problems can be detected with the following 'for' expression:

for GateCap+ AreaCap< 5 *NetCap

Thisexpression will create a workspacethat contains all the logicgates that have storage
nodes with less than five times the combinedcapacitance of all the nodes in the GndNet
and the VddNet. All the logicgates which are in violation of the Dynamic Clocking
Rules are contained in this workspace. The 'GateCap', 'AreaCap' and 'NetCap' parame-
ters all have units of picofarads(pt).
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Appendix B: The Grammarfor a BooleanExpression

Below is the grammar that describes a BooleanExpression for the 'for' command. Ter-
minal symbols are either in bold letters or are non-alphabetic characters enclosed in
quotes (' '). Although the syntax used to describe this grammar is similar to that used in
the YACC specification, it is not meant to be an language description. The complete
definition of the grammer for the interactive environment is in the source file 'grammar'
which contains the YACe specification for the parser.

BooleanExpression :
Expression
I BooleanExpression BooleanOperator BooleanExpression

Expression :
StringParameter StringRelOp NodeNameList
I SimpleExpression RelOp SimpleExpression.,

SimpleExpression:
Integer

Float
TRUE I T
FALSE I F
Parameter
SimpleExpression MulOp SimpleExpression
SimpleExpression AddOp SimpleExpression.,

StringParameter:
Type

NodeName
Gate
Source
Drain
SD
GSD

NodeNameList:
NodeName
I NodeNameNodeNameList
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NodeName :
NodeString

NodeString'*'
" NodeString"
"NodeStrlng' *'"
,*t

Parameter :
NodeParameter

I

GateParameter
TransistorParameter

NodeParameter :
Input

Output
Clock
Elnput
EOutput
High
Low
GndNet
VddNet
ThreshDrop
ThreshRise
GateCap

I

. AreaCap
Known

GateParameter:
Pseudo
I InvalidPseudo
. Dynamic

InvalidDynamic
NMOS
InvalidNMOS
StaticCMOS
MaxRtoGnd
MinRtoGnd
MaxRto Vdd
MinRtoVdd
NetCap
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TransistorParameter :
Length
I Width

I

Area
Direction

StringRelOp :
'='

( String Relational Operators )

I '!='

RelOp :
'='

( Relational Operators )

'>'
'>'
'>='
'<='
'!='

BooleanOperator:
'&'
I 'I'
,

AddOp :
'+'
I '-'

MuIOp:
,*,

'j'

The precedence of the Operators is as follows:

Multiplication Operators '*' 'j'
Addition Operators '+' '-'
Relational Operators '=' '<' '>' '>=' '<=' '!='
Boolean Operators '&' '1'

Within the same precedence level, items are evaluated left to right. The nonnal pre-
cedence of operators is observed. Brackets (' {' & "') can be used wherever needed to
get the desired order of execution. The precedence of the operators is the same as the 'C'
programming language. For historical reasons a node name may be any string of print-
able characters (a 'NodeString'). If a node name matches a reserved word in
MOSSTA T, then the node name must be put inside double quotes (a QuotedString). A
'*' appended to a prefix string will match any node name whose prefix matches the prefix
string. A single '*' will match all node names. A 'NodeString' can contain any printable
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character. An 'Integer' can be any digit, A 'Float' can contain a decimal point but can-
not contain an exponent. The scannerwill only recognize a 'NodeString' if it is parsing
an expression that contains a 'StringParameter' followed by a 'StringReIOp'. This frees
the user from including white space as token separators in all expressions except when
specifying a 'NodeNameList'. A 'Integer' is I-N digits optionallyprecededby a sign. A
'Float' can be I-N digits optionallypreceded by a sign and may contain a decimalpoint.

Below is the grammaticaldescriptionfor WorkSpaceListand CommandNameList.

WorkSpaceList:
WorkSpace
I WorkSpaceWorkSpaceList

WorkSpace:
transws
I nodews

I

gatews
wOl wI I w21 w3nl w4\ wSI w61 w7.,

CommandNameList :
CommandName
I CommandNameCommandNameList

CommandName :
count
I for

print
classifygates I class
effects I eff
propagate I prop
thresholds I thresh
alias
clocks
help
inputs
outputs
paths
quit
setpf
unsetpf
source
systemI sys
unsetpf

/* Query Commands */

/* Rule Check Commands */

/* Miscellaneous Commands */
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AppendixC: Glossaryof Terms

BooleanExpression
A BooleanExpression is an expression that may contain constants, parameters,
string constants, or string parameters. Associated with a BooleanExpression is a
TYPE and that type is detennined by the types of the parameters in the BooleanEx-
pression. A BooleanExpressionthat is of type NODE can only contain parameters
of type NODE. A BooleanExpressionthat is of type GATE can contain parameters
of type NODE or GATE. A BooleanExpressionthat is of type TRANS can only
contain parameters of type TRANS. Appendix B describes the grammar of a
BooleanExpressionin moredetail.

database
The complete descriptionof the circuit is containedin the database. All information
created by interactive rule checks is storedin this database. The organizationof the
data elements in the data allowsextremelyfast access to the information in the data-
base. The contents of the databaseare accessiblewith the 'print' command.

Dynamic Clocking Rules
Clocking for Dynamic MOS Systems [Bra86] is governed by three simple rules,
which, when followed, guarantee correct, race-free operation of such systems, the
are:

1. Inputs to combinational logic should never change while the enabling dock
is high.

2. All combinational logic should provide adequate charge storage at each
input.

3. All combinationallogic shouldprovideactive,restoring drive at each output.

These rules are restrictive, in that many circuits violating these rules will still
operate reliably. If followedcarefully,howeverthey will ensure that CMOScircuits
using two-phase, non-overlapping clocks will never suffer from inadvertent
charge-sharing.

gatews
Gate workspace: See entry on workspacebelow.
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GndNet and VddNet
In order for MOSSTAT to find a logicgate it must isolate all of the paths from that
logicgate to VDD. Any node that is a part of one of these paths is a memberof the
VddNet. MOSSTAT must also isolate all the the paths to GND, and any node in
one of those paths is in the GndNet. A valid logicgate is a member of both a
GndNet and VddNet.

logicgate
A logicgate is the output node of a functionalblock that implements a boolean func-
tion. This functional block is a set of transistors and nodes and may be a simple
inverter or a complex nand-nor function. MOSSTAT may miss some logicgates
due to the limitations of the algorithm that it used to locate them. It is unlikely,
however, that MOSSTAT will incorrectlyidentify a node as a logicgate when it is
not. A detailed description of the methodologyof identifying logicgates is in Sec-
tion 5.3.

NetCap
The NetCap is a parameter associated with each logicgate. It is the total capaci-
tance of all the nodes in the GndNet and the VddNet with the exception of VDD,
GND, and Lie logicgate itself (the intersection of the GndNet and the VddNet).
This parameter is needed to check for rule 3 of the DynamicClocking Rules.

nodews
Node workspace: See entry on workspacebelow.

parameter
A parameter is a 'variable' in a BooleanExpressionthat refers to a field in an entry
in the workspace. Transistor, node and gate parametersare of type TRANS, NODE
and GATE respectively. Parametersof type NODE and GATE can be used together
in an expression if the source workspace is of type GATE. All the parameters are
displayed as either a boolean, integer or float. A StringParametercan either of type
NODE or TRANS and will be displayed as a string. The type associated with a
parameters is used to enforced the consistencyof access to a workspace. The value
of a parameter for a particular node or transistor can be displayed with the 'print'
command. The type of a BooleanExpression is detennined by the type of the
parameters that are in the BooleanExpression. A BooleanExpressioncan only be of
type NODE,TRANSor GATE.

The followingis a list of the nodeparameterswith a brief description of each and its
data type. All boolean are stored as flags that are set TRUE or FALSE. The'Direc-
tion' in a transistor is a tri-state variable and is either SourceToDrain, DrainTo-
Source or unset. The user may type 'TRUE' or 'T' for true and 'FALSE' or 'F' for
false.



NodeName
Input
Output
Clock
Elnput
EOutput
GndNet
VddNet
ThreshDrop
ThreshRise
GateCap
AreaCap
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( NodeName, string)
( Node is an input, boolean )
( Node is an output, boolean )
( Node is a clock, boolean )
( Node is effected by an input, boolean )
( Node is effected by an output, boolean )
( Node is in GndNet, boolean)
( Node is in VddNet, boolean)
( Number of threshold drops at node, int )
( Number of threshold rises at node, int )
( Capacitance on node due to Gates, femto-fahrads, float)
(Capacitance on node due to Area, femto-fahrads, float)

The followingis a list of the gate parameterswith a brief descriptionof each.

Known ( Node is a logicgate of known type, boolean)
Pseudo (Node is a pseudo-NMOSlogicgate, boolean)
InvalidPseudo (Node is an invalidpseudo-NMOSlogicgate, boolean)
Dynamic ( Node is dynamiclogicgate, boolean)
InvalidDynamic ( Node is an invaliddynamic logicgate, boolean )
NMOS ( Node is an NMOSlogicgate,boolean )
StaticCMOS (Node is a static CMOSlogicgate, boolean)
MaxRtoGnd ( MaximumResistanceto Gnd, squares,integer)
MinRtoGnd ( MinimumResistanceto Gnd, squares, integer)
MaxRtoVdd ( MaximumResistanceto Vdd, squares,integer)
MinRtoVdd ( MinimumResistanceto Vdd, squares,integer)
NetCap ( Net Capacitanceof logicgate,femto-fahrads,float)

The following is a list of the Transistor parameters with a brief description of each.

Type ( Transistor Type, string)
Gate ( Name of Node connected to Gate of Transistor, string)
Source ( Name of Node connected to Source of Transistor, string)
Drain ( Name of Node connected to Drain of Transistor, string)
Direction ( Data direction through VddNet and GndNet, tri-state )
Length ( Transistor Length, centimicrons, float)
Width ( Transistor Width, centimicrons, float)
Area ( Transistor Area, square-centimicrons, float)
GSD ( Name of Node connected to Gate, Source or Drain of Transistor, S
SD (Name of Node connectedto Sourceor Drain of Transistor, string ~

simfile
A simfile is a netlist (transistor list) description of a MOS VLSI circuit. It contains
information about transistor sizes and line capacitance. Its does not model line
resistance. By convention the file name ends with a '.sim'. There are several
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different formats of a simfile all of which are acceptable by MOSSTAT. For the
definitive description of the format of the simfile see the UNIX cadman page on
simfile.

transws
Transistor workspace: See entry on workspacebelow.

VddNet
See entry on GndNetabove.

workspace
A workspace is a 'list' of entries into the database. Each of these elements is actu-
ally just a structure in 'C'. There are two different kinds of workspaces, a User
workspaceand Systemworkspace.

A System workspace is created once and can never be over written. A User
workspace is a temporary list that can be created or re-used by the user with the
'for' command.

There are three system workspaces: 'gatews', 'transws' and 'nodews'. 'transws'is
a list of all the transistors in the circuit and 'nodews' is a list of all the nodes in the
circuit including aliases. Both 'transws' and 'nodews' are created when MOSSTAT
creates the database from the net description. 'gatews' is a list of all the nodes in
the circuit that are classified as logicgates and is created when the 'classifygates'
commandis executedby the user.

Also associated with each workspace is a type. A workspace can be a list of ele-
ments associated with nodes in the circuit, a list of elements associated with log-
icgates, or a list of elements associatedwith transistorsin the circuit 'nodews' is of
type NODE, 'transws' is of type TRANS, and 'gatews' is of type GATE. The type
is MOSSTAT's way of keeping track if a workspaceis pointing to a list of node ele-
ments, transistor elements or gate elements. A BooleanExpression can only be
evaluated on a workspacewhose type is the same as the type of the BooleanExpres-
sion. Any user workspace that is created inherits the type of the parent workspace.

MOSSTAT can allocate up to 8 User workspaces(wO-w7). These workspacescan
be quite large (4 Bytes per transistor), consequently the workspaces are created
dynamicallyas they are needed.
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Appendix D Mosstat Source Files

This appendix brieflydescribes the files containedin the MOSSTATsourcedirectory. A
convention for naming source files that should assist anyone needing to access the
sources of MOSSTAT. A Table of Contentshas been included that is an alphabeticallist
of all the procedures in MOSSTAT and the files in which they are contained. The
sourcesfor MOSSTATare availablein [Joh86].

classgatesl.c classgates2.c

The proceduresneed to implementthe 'classifygates' command.
commandsl.c commands2.c commands3.c commands4.c

The procedures that implement the interactive commands. Many procedures (like
ClassifyGates)will call other procedures.

dbase.c

The low level routines that interact directlywith the database.
define.h

The symbolic constants for MOSSTAT. Several of the symbolic constants are
machine dependent.

evalnode.c

The procedure ~valNodeCodeO. This procedure evaluates an expression on a
workspaceof typeNODE or GATE.

evaltrans.c

The procedure EvalTransCodeO. This procedure evaluates an expression on a
workspaceof typemANS.

global.c

The globalvariable and structuredefinitions.

grammar

The YACC source for the parser for the interactive environment.
interactl.c interact2.c

The procedures that implement the general utility functions for the interactive
environment.
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main.c

The mainO procedure.

parse.c

The parser for the simfile and the aliasfile.

scanner.def

The LEX source for the seanner for the interactive environment.

string.c

Several procedures that implement string manipulation functions.

structures.h

All the structure declarations.

utilsl.c utils2.c

Several procedures that implement general utility functions for MOSST AT such as
the Hash function. interrupt handlers. memory allocation.

y.tab.h

This file contains all the symbolic constants defined by YACC.

Table Of Contents

Procedure Name File Name

AddNooeO .dbase.c
AddTrans() .dbase.c
Alias() .commandsl.e
AliasNodesO... dbase.c
Allocate() utilsl.c
AllocateAliasList() .interact2.c
AsciiToInt() .utils2.c
CalcDynamicCap() .classgates2.c
CalcResisRatiosO .classgates2.c
CalcThreshDropO .commandsl.c
CaleThreshRise() .commandsl.e
ClassifyGates() .commands2.e
ClassifyLogicGatesO... classgatesl.c
ClearCode() interact2.c
ClearWorkSpace() .interact2.c
Clocks() ..commands3.c
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CompressNodeWS0 .dbase.e
CompStr() string.e
CountGatesO .interact2.c
CountTransQ .interact2.c
CountWorkSpaee(). commandst.e
Display() .commands4.e
EffectO... .commands2.c
Et(ectOutput() .interact2.c
ErrorO...... utilsl.e
EvalNodeCode() ..evalnode.e
EvalTransCode() ..evaltrans.e
ExitO ... ... r utils 1.c
FindDynamicGates().. .classgates2.e
FindGates() .classgatest.c
FindGndNet() ..classgatest.c
FindNmosGates() .classgates2.c
FindNooePttO . .dbase.c
FindPathsToCJndO .elassgatest.c
FindPathsToVdd() .classgates2.c
FindPseudoCJates() ..classgates2.e
FindV ddNet() .. ..classgatest.c
For() .commands2.c
GetNode() .dbase.e
GetNodePtr() .interact2.c
GetRecord() utilst.c
Hash() utilst.e
HelpO .commands4.e
Init_t utils2.e
Init_2 utils2.e
input() scanner.c
InputEffectO .interactt.c
Inputs() .commandsl.e
Interrupt() utilst.e
IsConnected().. ..elassgatest.e
List() .commandst.c
main() .main.e
NewBuf()... .utilst.c
NextPtr() .interactt.e
NodeNameComp() .string.e
OIdStrCompStarO ...string.e
Outputs() . commandst.e
ParseAliasFile() parse.e
ParseCommands() ...interaett.e
ParseOptions() parse.e
ParseSimFile() parse.e
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PopFilePointer() utils2.c
PopIntO utils2.e
PopString() .string.e
PrintCode(). , .interact1.e
PrintHash() utils1.e
PrintPaths() .commands3.e
PrintPrintFlags() .commands2.e
PrintWorkSpaceO .commands3.e
PrintWSHeader() .commands2.e
PropagateO. eommands4.c
PropagateClocks() classgates2.e
PushFilePointer() utils2.c
Push.In.t().. utils2.c
PushStting() .s'tting.c
PutPtt() .interact1.c
ReallocateWo:r:kSpaceO .interactl.e
Reset() .commands4.e
ResetWorkSpaceO .interaet2.c
ResolveNaIIleListO interaetl.e
SetAlias() .eommands4.e
SetDirection() classgatesl.e
SetPrintFlagO ..eommands2.e
SoureeFile() .commandsl.e
StrComp() .string.e
System() .commands2.c
ThresholdDrop(). .commandst.e
ThresholdRise() coInlnandsl.e
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